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CUSG to implement new legislation
The Undergraduate Student Government works on policy changes across campus.
TAYLOR REEVES
NEWS EDITOR

As elections near, student focus shifts to
Clemson University Student Government
(CUSG) which is currendy working on various
projects and legislation for the new year.
CUSG plans to begin the semester with a
trip to the State House, conducted by President
Callie Boyd.
"This semester we will be taking a very active
approach to lobbying in Columbia," said Boyd.
"On Feb. 17, Clemson Student Government
will be hosting a rally at the State House in
Columbia. We are inviting students from across
the state to join with Clemson students in order
to emphasize the importance of funding higher
education."
Also working to combat the budget crisis
are task forces appointed by President Barker on
which many Student Government representatives
are serving.
Boyd has created focus groups in order to
provide outlets for student responses to finance
issues and also encourages students to contact her
with any suggestions or questions.
As economic problems become increasingly
pronounced, many students anticipate a drop in
funding for various student organizations. CUSG
will be holding organization hearings beginning
in February.
Also drafted was legislation regarding the
restoration of funding to the Partnership Among
South Carolina Academic Libraries (PASCAL), a
consortium of 60 academic libraries in the state
funded by membership dues and state appropriations via the Commission on Higher Education.

PASCAL'S funding has been reduced by 90
percent in light of recent budget cuts, an impact
that threatens to significantly decrease the system's databases and completely shut it down by
the 2009-2010 school year.
Because the University utilizes PASCAL
resources, the enacted resolution urges the
General Assembly to restore PASCAL funding.
Members of CUSG are concerning themselves with more domestic issues as well, drafting
legislation and attempting to address matters of
student interest such as exam schedules and housing policies.
"There was recently a change to the exam
schedule from seven days to five days," said
Boyd.
"We will be evaluating the effectiveness of
that change and the ramifications of continuing
with that model."
The Freshman Council is set to host the
High School Leadership Conference for which
hundreds of high school students will travel to
Clemson to engage in lectures, seminars and
leadership activities.
Additional projects range in focus from
the Amethyst Initiative and academic advising
improvement to designing a new dining hall and
football tailgating.
The latter issue of football traffic has gained
much attention in the past year as the student body continues to grow and parking space
remains static.
Legislation has been passed that will "secure
from the students all of parking lot Rl for game
day parking" in an attempt to decrease traffic
flow at the intersection of Perimeter Road and
Highway 76.

Callie Boyd rallies to show the importance of funding higher education.
Also under consideration is the process by
which students are awarded Latin Honors, such
as Magna Cum Laude or Summa Cum Laude.
In this resolution, it is argued that GPA requirements for Latin Honors are outdated with the last
modification taking place in I9o0.
Because the 25 percent reduction in the
number of honors granted reflects only a 15
percent increase in average graduate GPA, CUSG
encourages the Academic Council to postpone
decisive action in regards to the Latin Honors
system until the issue can be investigated further.

Surpassing all of these recommendations
and modifications in publicity, however, are the
upcoming Student Government elections. Boyd
and Vice President JT Clark will be hosting dropins once a week until Feb. 2 for students interested in running for President or Vice President.
Following a rules and regulations meeting on
Feb. 2, the campaigning kicks off.
Interested students should consult the CUSG
Web site for a detailed list of dates and deadlines
that must be adhered to, including expense rules,
debate times and dates, and election banquet
information.

Bowling for spare change
Faculty league raises money and spirits of employees.
JENNA SHELTON
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Ken Stanton displays his excellent form as he bowls for one of Clemson's
faculty teams: "Earth Nutrition for Tiger Control."
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Minds in the Gutter, Split Happens,
Ebowla, The Bowl Movements, and the
Incredi-bowls are just a few of the catchy
team names of the Union Recreation
Center's new faculty and staff bowling
league.
Jeff Williams, associate director of
the Union Recreation Center, created the
league in December after noticing the
lack of faculty and staff involvement in
campus life.
"We had several faculty or staff to
come in to bowl that have expressed
interest in bowling," Williams said. "The
league is a way to get them involved."
Even with increased student involvement, Williams said the URC is available for everyone at Clemson, not just
students. "I don't think any employees
utilize the services offered on campus,"
Williams said.
There have been bowling leagues in
the past, but according to Williams the
last recorded faculty and staff league was
in 2002.
On Jan. 5, Williams sent out an
e-mail to faculty and staff to encourage
the bowling league registration. "The
last time we had a league, there were 12
people," Williams said.
This new bowling league has 15
teams with 65 individual members and is
open to any University employee.
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"I think there's a lot of excitement
for the league," Williams said. "The main
thing is it's not a serious league, it's for
recreation. It is open for a lot of people
to have fun."
Stan Smith, campus administrator
with Student Affairs and Tiger 1, said he
joined a team on the league to support the
programs of the URC. "If we don't use
them, we lose them," Smith said.
The Incredi-bowls team captain and
CCIT trainer Deb Charles had a different
reason to join. "I used to bowl in a league
years ago with a business I worked with,"
she said. "It is a good opportunity to
relieve a little stress, get exercise and have
a little fun in the lunch break"
Jan Lay, CCIT trainer, is the captain
of another CCIT-formed bowling team
named the Pin Pals. "It seemed like a
really good way for all of us [at CCIT]
to get together during the day," Lay said.
"We have our own private competition
between the two CCIT teams."
Each member paid a fee to join the
league. The $25 entrance fee for the
10-week league covers a bowling league
T-shirt, five practice games a week per
individual member, and awards and food
for a ceremony at the end of the 10-week
period. The league registration ended on
Jan. 14. The teams first met on Tuesday,
Jan. 20.
The teams meet on Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
"We have too many teams to do it on one
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day," senior civil engineering major and
league manager Josh Johnson said. "The
URC only runs a maximum of eight lanes
at a time, and with a 10-week season,
every team will play all but four teams."
University faculty and staff are using
this league as a break from the pessimism
of recent budget cuts. Smith said the
league is important to faculty and staff.
"With all of the stress of the year that
we had and the year that's coming, it's
an opportunity to break the monotony
of the week in a social environment,"
Smith said.
Cassie Boggs, administrative assistant
in the College of Agriculture, Forestry,
and Life Science, said that joining the
league was something fun for her and
her colleagues to do as a team. "We're all
anxious," she said. "It gives us something
to do outside of the office."
According to Williams, the goal of the
bowling league was not to make money
,but to get faculty and staff involved in
campus life. "Maybe $7 out of every fee
will come back to the Union Rec Center,"
he said. "It will all go to staffing, lane
repairs...but nothing is concrete at the
moment."
A common misconception on campus is that the URC is direcdy linked
with Fike (Campus Recreation). Williams
explained that the two are in the same
department under Campus Life within
Student Affairs, but they are in fact two
separate entities.
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LOUISE GOODMAN
STAFF WRITER

Clemson got to see American politics in full swing this
week; students caught the 44th Presidential Inauguration in
class, on campus and from downtown Washington D.C.
More than 1.5 million people watched from the
Washington Mall on Tuesday as Barack Obama took the
Oath of Office, and Clemson students made their way
amongst the crowd. Freshman political science major,
Cassandra Munson, was one of those people. Munson went
to the inauguration through the University Presidential
Inaugural Conference (UPIQ, which she was nominated for
through an honor society and her participation in previous
leadership conferences. The select group of students had a
behind-the-scenes look at all that goes into taking the Oath
at Office.
Events they participated in included the inauguration, inaugural parade, an official black tie gala, a tour of
Washington's landmark monuments, and a conference that
hosted guest speakers such as former Secretary of State
General Colin Powell, former Vice President Al Gore, and
other political commentators. This conference provided
Munson with an opportunity to see her interest in politics
first hand."l followed this election quite closely. I first started
looking into this election in my high school American
Government class last year during primary season, and
continued to educate myself about it through newspapers
and television and my American Government class here last
semester. Unfortunately I was five days too young to vote,"
she said. Munson also said she plans to continue her involvement in politics and attend law school after she graduates.
Other Clemson students made it to Washington, D.C,
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including members College Democrats and other on
campus organizations. Sophomore architecture major, Blair
Paulik drove to Washington D.C. with a group of friends on
Sunday and took the opportunity to visit the city's memorial sites, as well as the inauguration. "It was really effective
seeing the monuments before the inauguration, viewing
the quotes on the walls of former leaders. Those are what
people remember. Then later going to the inauguration
and hearing Obama's speech — those will become the
pivotal words that our generation and future generations
will remember" Paulik was able to appreciate the message
of Obama's speech "I really value his focus on service. It
promotes people to step up and do things for others, working for a greater good. That's something I hope people will
run with and follow through with. I think it can have a great
impact on the upcoming years" she said.
Junior parks and recreation management major, Austin
Barrett felt the trip was well worth it to see history in the
making."Just to get into the city from fifteen miles away took
two and half hours. Fortunately [seeing] the inauguration
wasn't as difficult," Barrett said. He looks forward to reminiscing about the event with friends and family in the future.
Barrett said/There was a saying written everywhere,'! was
here, I witnessed history on Jan. 20' and it will be a really
cool thing to tell my grandchildren that I was there, and I
was part of this incredible gathering."
Senior political science major and member of College
Democrats Nadia Aziz took advantage of her time at
the capital to attend the South Carolina Society Ball, a
black tie event at the Smithsonian Institute.
She networked with the political community and was able to meet House
Majority Whip and South Carolina

Congressman James E Clyburn. Aziz took away a strong
impression from Obama's speech. "He didn't just speak to
the American people, nor just one class, or one race; it was
really directed to the entire world, and it united everyone
together," Aziz said.
On-campus students were able watch the inauguration
as well as the proceeding and following events.The Clemson
Center for Student Involvement hosted live coverage aired
on the big screen from McKissickTheatre in Hendrix and at
the University Union. Almost all televisions around campus
from the library to those in classrooms were tuned into the
event, as well student's laptops in class streamlining YouTube
footage.
Those who were seeing an inauguration for the first
time were amazed by the fascination of fellow students
in Tuesday's proceedings. Computer engineering graduate
major, Manish Shiralkar said, "The campus was consumed
by watching the inauguration. Teachers let people out of
early of class just to catch some of it I saw only part of it
on television, but it was exciting to see how involved people
had become with it"
David Williams, a senior English major, was pleased that
Clemson students were able to take time out witness the
event and appreciate its significance. "This election voter
turnoutwas « a record high, and it shows there
was
political shift It's important that young
people especially realize this," he
said. Regardless of where students
watched it from, the Presidential
nauguration of Barack Obama provided students with a perspective of their
government's shift of power and marked
an important day in American history.
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New system leaves fans without tickets
Students complain of unfair IPTAY lottery policy.
TAYLOR REEVES
NEWS EDITOR

Due to the implementation of a new men's
basketball ticket distribution system, many
disgruntled IPTAY members found themselves
ticketless for one of the most anticipated games
this season against Wake Forest.
In light of extreme weather conditions
forecasted for the weekend of the game, various concerns were addressed to the IPTAY
office about students camping out for tickets
Friday night.
In response to these apprehensions, IPTAY
announced a new method of distribution that
applied a lottery system in place of the traditional "unofficial line" to which students were
accustomed.
Students were given the following instructions via e-mail: "Groups can start lining up
at 1 p.m., and a member from the Athletic
Department will be there to register the groups
at 1 p.m. All those groups in line at 1 p.m. will
be entered into a lottery to determine the order
of the groups. Once the lottery has occurred,
students who show up afterwards will need
to get in the end of the line. At 6 p.m. when
ticket distribution starts, everyone from your
group must be in line. You must attend the
ticket distribution to be able to get a ticket. We
will not have any tickets available at the door
on Saturday for those who miss distribution on
Friday night."
Shortly after 1 p.m., roughly 65 groups
were drawn and instructed to line up in accordance with the order in which their names
were called; all other students were informed
that if their group's name had not been called,
they would not be receiving tickets and were
advised to leave.
These chosen groups of 10 constituted only
a fraction of IPTAY members who had gathered to wait in line, and those who returned
empty-handed immediately began expressing
their dissatisfaction.
"I was extremely disappointed with the
new distribution policy," said Sam Bradley, a
freshman pre-pusiness major.
"Obtaining tickets should not be left to
chance. With Clemson basketball becoming
more prestigious, the loyal students who are

Many IPTAY members were turned away due to an insufficient number of tickets.
willing to make sacrifices should be the ones
in Littlejohn."
Bradley also said, "Camping out and having an unofficial line worked very well for football, so it should work for basketball as well."
Similar sentiments poured into the IPTAY
and Clemson University Student Government.
"The student response to ticket distribution was very loud," said Callie Boyd,
Undergraduate Student Body president. "I
received approximately 300 responses from
students, parents and alumni discussing the
new system.
Of the 300 responses, I would estimate
only 5 percent of students liked the new system."
The Athletic Department received compa-

rable responses.
Lindsey Leonard, Assistant Executive
Director of IPTAY, was contacted in regards to
this issue but was unable to give new information as of going to press.
Boyd sent out a mass e-mail to the student
body, apologizing for any inconvenience or
aggravation that the modifications had generated.
She made clear the fact that CUSG was not
notified of the changes prior to the implementation of the new system but would work to
rectify the problem.
"We will work very quickly to ensure that
a ticket distribution policy is enacted that will
be best for Clemson University students," Boyd
said.

"I apologize for what happened and will
work to ensure that this does not happen
again."
Until a decision is reached, however, students are still left with confusion and frustration about ticket distribution.
"In the meantime, because of the overwhelming response from students, I support
switching back to the way that we distributed
tickets before the Clemson versus Wake Forest
game [on a first come, first serve basis] for the
rest of the home games," Boyd said.
She goes on to recommend the formation of a student committee with the task of
analyzing and producing an ideal method of
ticket distribution to be implemented in the
Fall of 2009.

Keith Street scandal silenced
Local restaurant closes due to financial difficulties.
KATE RIPLEY
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The Keith Street Bar and Grille
is famous for its delicious Reuben
sandwiches, wide selection of drinks
and notable chili. However, after
mysteriously closing over Christmas
break, the people of Clemson have
been enjoying its juicy gossip as
well. Despite many rumors circling around Keith Street, the notso scandalous incident occurred in
October 2008.
Jacob Horres Brown, a bartender at the local restaurant and bar,
apparently made a scene, leaving
an array of damage around the bar.
According to Madison Sage, a server
that saw the aftermath of damage,
the "unstable" bartender devastated
the whole restaurant as well.
The incident occurred on the
same night the Steve Miller Band
performed at The Keith Street Bar
and Grille.
"A few of my friends were at the
bar at the time and said that Jacob
was extremely intoxicated, throwing
beer bottles, yelling at customers
and charging them for drinks they
never bought," said Laura Saunders,
head server and Clemson student.
"I went into work for my paycheck and noticed a giant cleaning
truck in the parking lot and saw
some strange men walking around
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Keith Street Bar and Grille closes in order to redesign its menu and interior decor.
also a Clemson student.
"Then
I thought jokingly, 'Oh man, I
wonder if I'm walking into a crime
scene...' only to discover broken
glass and blood in the bar area."
The same scene greeted one of
the cooks who happened to be opening the restaurant the next day. The
unnamed cook also found the front

and the lights on in the establishment. Dwight Dukes, owner of
Keith Street Bar and Grille, has
since fired the bartender and handed him over to the authorities.
"I was devastated when I saw
the damage in the bar," Saunders
said. "There was, literally, blood
in every corner of the bar area. It
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the bar, near the pool tables, on the
pool balls, and then there was some
blood on a mop handle that was
thrown up against the wall, as if he
had tried to clean it up but failed."
The damage done was worth
$5,000, which Brown paid for himself and spent time in jail for vandalizing private property.
I Y^fi Y2% 4t]oyvever, release,^ pp

a $10,000 personal recognizance
bond.
"From what we were told, no
one else was involved that night, but
he did quite a bit of damage to the
bar and restaurant," Sage said when
asked if others had been mixed up
with the incident.
The restaurant and bar continued to stay open after repairing the
damage through Nov. 29, 2008, the
day of the Clemson-Carolina football game.
The building was checked by
the Department of Environmental
Health and Environmental Control
and passed with flying colors.
However, Keith Street Bar and
Grille has been closed since that
time.
"None of the employees were
told why we were closing," Sage
said. "But we later found out that
the owner wanted to shut down for
the winter break in order to revamp
the menu, the bar and renovate the
restaurant."
According to Saunders, Dukes
closed the restaurant due to unrelated financial issues.
"The owner was losing a lot
of money by catering to the same
kinds of people that every other
downtown restaurant/bar does, so
he decided to change the whole
atmosphere around," Saunders said.
Keith Street Bar and Grille has
tentative plans to reopen Jan. 31.
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Weekly World Update
Nation on Point
Myway.com
Peanut butter manufacturer
recalls products as a result of salmonella contamination.
The contamination is believed to
have started in a Georgia facility that
ships peanut butter products to 85
food companies.
It has sickened hundreds of people
nation-wide and killed six people.
Companies such as the Kellogg
Company have recalled many foods
containing peanut butter in reaction to
the outbreak.
Austin and Keebler branded
Peanut Butter Sandwich Crackers, as
well as some snack-size packs of
Famous Amos Peanut Butter Cookies
and Keebler Soft Batch Homestyle
Peanut Butter Cookies, have been
recalled on account of the contamination.
"The focus is on peanut butter
and a wide array of products that
might have peanut butter in them,"
Dr. Robert Tauxe, director of the food
borne illness division at the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention
told Myway.com.
The Peanut Corp. has recalled
more than 21 lots of peanut products
as of July of 2008 on accounts of salmonella contamination.
Reuters.com
Barack Obama was sworn in as
president on Tuesday January 20.
Approximately 2 million people
watched as the first African-American
president and 44th president of the
United States was sworn into office.
President Obama has a long road
ahead of him and hopes to turn a new
page on the history of America.
Obama has many matters of
importance to tackle, including the
slow economy and other impending
issues that loom above the White
House.
Obama plans on injecting an estimated $825 billion economic stimulus package in hopes of jolting the
economy back to life. The new president also plans to issue an order to
shut down the prison at Guantanamo
Bay. This is the place where those
who allegedly planned the attacks on
the World Trade Centers are being
detained.
"What is required of us now is a
new era of responsibility — a recognition, on the part of every American,
that we have duties to ourselves, our
nation, and the world, duties that we
do not grudgingly accept but rather
seize gladly," he said.
Americans are overall optimistic
and curious to see what the next four
years may hold.

CAW
Senator Edward Kennedy hasda
seizure during inauguration luncheon.
The well-known senator had a
mild seizure on Tuesday at the luncheon following President Barack
Obama's inauguration.
Sen. Kennedy was sent to a
Washington hospital where he spent
one night for observation.
Many in attendance were quite
distressed by the incident including
President Obama who asked for a
moment of silence during the luncheon.
The senator was still experiencing
seizures when he was being placed in
a wheelchair to exit the room. This is
not Kennedy's first seizure.
He suffered from another seizure
this summer and was sent to the hospital, much like Tuesday.
However, doctors found a tumor
in the parietal lobe, which caused
convulsion. Kennedy started on chemotherapy and radiation.
After one night spent in observation, Kennedy left the hospital, but
will return to another for more treatments.

World in Review
British Broadcasting Company
Chinese health expert predicts
the spread of human bird flu for the
next two months.
The bird flu disease in China has
claimed three lives, and experts fear
an epidemic may break out in the near
future.
The locations of the deaths were in
Shanxi, Shandong and Hunan.
The people who caught the fatal
disease were all handling birds prior
to becoming ill.
Factors that increase the chance of
the epidemic spreading are the migration of infected birds for the spring
and the traveling of Chinese citizens
after the Chinese New Year.
Those in Hong Kong were asked
to avoid eating or handling poultry
from the Chinese mainland.
According to health authorities,
the time when bird flu is the most
common is during winter and spring.
Dr. Chow, Hong Kong's secretary
for food and health, has two major
concerns.
"One, is that if there is no avian
flu outbreak in poultry and yet there
are human cases, does this mean the
virus has changed?" Chow told BBC.
"Secondly, we are worried about
whether there are more so-called
'slightly infected' chickens that actually might be carrying the virus and
transmitting the disease, and yet do not
show any symptoms or die from those
illnesses," Chow said.
The New York Times
Israel officially retreats from the
Gaza Strip.
After three weeks of attacks, Israel
completes their withdraw from the
controversial space on the Gaza Strip.
However, the army did not go very
far, only to the perimeter of Palestine.
Many human rights' organizations
were in an uproar about the types
of weapons Israel used that are very
dangerous.
Supposedly, Israel used white
phosphorous weapons illegally, however, there is no evidence of such use.
An Israeli spokesperson defended
their use of weapons: "In response to
the claims of non-governmental organizations and claims in the foreign
press relating to the use of phosphorous weapons, and in order to remove
any ambiguity, an investigative team
has been established in the Southern
Command to look into the issue."
In reparations of Gaza, Israel's
prime minister, Ehud Olmert, told
Italian foreign minister they would
help rebuild Gaza if Hamas do not lead
the process.
The Chicago Tribune
Cyclone off the coast of
Madagascar leaves hundreds homeless.
Cyclone Fanele hits the western
coast of Madagascar hard as it makes
it way across the Indian Ocean.
This strong storm has destroyed
multiple buildings, cutting off towns
and affecting thousands.
Most of the damage done is due to
flooding, however, force winds have
toppled many trees, wreaking havoc in
many cities such as Morondava.
Approximately 94,000 people
have been isolated in a district that is
halfway underwater.
The casualty number has not yet
been released.
While this is taking place, those
working for relief organizations have
already begun dispatching necessary
food, water and other supplies.
Already, five tons of rice as well as
supplies of soap, clothes and mosquito
nets have been sent to the region.
The island country of Madagascar
usually expects three to four cyclones
per year.
This summer, forecasters are predicting more due to a warmer-thanusual weather.
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Alternative break program
meeting Jan. 27.
Alternative Break Program
will be offering two spring break
trips.
There will be an informational meeting on Tuesday, Jan.
27 at 8 p.m. in Brackett Hall.
One of these trips will be going
to Miami, Fla., while the other is
going to Nashville, Tenn.
Theta Tau Professional
Engineering Fraternity Rush
Rush will be from Jan. 23
to 30. Come out and rush the
nation's foremost fraternity for
engineers.
Friday (1/23) - Cookout in
front of Holtzendorff from noon
to 4 p.m.
Monday (1 /26) -Informational
meeting in Holtzendorff 100 at 7
p.m.

ins are needed!
Applications are available via
e-mail at CPSC@clemson.edu or
at the Information Desk in the
Union.
The service day will take
place on March 7.

Tuesday (l/27)-Informational
meeting in Holtzendorff 100 at 7
p.m. (Attend only one informational meeting).
Wednesday (1/28) - Poker
night in Holtzendorff 100 with no
money required.
Thursday (1/29) - Trivia at
Rockhoppers at 8 p.m. Meet in
Holtzendorff Lobby at 7 p.m.
Friday (1/30) - Invitation only
Rush Blowout Rave Party.
Clemson Philanthropy &
Service Council holds the Unity
Project
The Clemson Philanthropy
& Service Council is hosting a
campus-wide day of service, the
Unity Project.
This event will give Clemson
students the opportunity to give
back to their community.
Participants and team cap-

NCBI Diversity Workshops.
The Gantt Intercultural Center
is putting on a workshop to help
Clemson become a more diverse
and inclusive University while
learning to appreciate and respect
our differences. To sign up, email ncbi-l@clemson.edu.
The workshop will take place
on Jan. 26 from 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Delta Theta Sigma will
be hosting a fashion show on
Tuesday, Feb. 10.
At 8 p.m. in Tillman
Auditorium, the sorority Delta
Theta Sigma will hold a fashion
show.
Proceeds will go to help those
suffering in the Darfur region
of Sudan. This conflict has been
going on for about six years.
Come out and support
Clemson's Greek life and help
stop genocide in Darfur.

ADVERT1SEMENT

UN-OBITUARIES
person who made the selfless decision to become an organ and tissue
donor. There will not be a wake to
remember Melissa. Instead, there
will be annual celebrations commemorating her transplant and
honoring the good Samaritan who
saved her life. You can be a hero
too. Register to become an organ
donor at Everyl lMinutes.org today.
Kelly Drew
Travelers Rest, SC
Kelly Drew of Travelers Rest, SC,
did not die of kidney failure at
age 40. Her life goes on thanks
to the kindness of a donor family. Kelly will continue to spend
time with her family and friends.
She'll watch her children grow and
maybe someday have children of
their own. She will continue to be
active in her church and her community, celebrating the joy and
challenges each new day brings.
Kelly's life will continue because a
stranger made the simple decision
to donate their organs. Register to
become an organ and tissue donor
today at EveryllMinutes.org.

Michael Ulmer
Simpsonville, SC
Michael Ulmer is alive today for
one reason—a person Michael did
not know chose to become an organ donor. Because of this simple
decision, Michael will continue to
enjoy exercising, participating in
the National Kidney Foundation
U.S. Transplant Games and living
life to the fullest each day with his
family. There is no funeral home to
accept flowers. There is no service
to attend. Michael and his family
ask two simple things—first, remember the person who chose to
save Michael's life. Second, register
to become an organ and tissue donor today at EveryllMinutes.org.

Melissa Layton
Taylors, SC
Melissa Layton of Taylors, SC did
not die from a massive failure of
her digestive system. She did not
leave behind her caring husband
and her loving parents. No, Melissa
will continue her life as a teacher,
wife and daughter thanks to one

thanks to the courageous and
heroic actions of a family that
donated their child's heart, Tillman did not succumb to a defective heart condition at a very
young age. Instead, Tillman is expected to live a long, healthy life
filled with love and laughter. His
parents will get to see him grow
up and hopefully one day graduate high school, go to college and
maybe even get married. Thanks
to the kindness and courage of
a donor family, Tillman's life
will continue to progress. Make a
difference in someone's life. Become an organ and tissue donor at
Everyl lMinutes.org.

Tillman Chesney
Simpsonville, SC
Tillman Chesney is a fighter. And

Every 11 minutes another person is added to the organ transplant waitinq
st. Unfortunately, many people die wafing for a transplant that never comes
When you become an organ and tissue donor, you can save the lives of uo to
8 people and greatiy enhance the lives of more than 50 others So be a hero
Register to become an organ and tissue donor today at Everyl 1 Minutes org '

Dwayne Lytle
Inman, SC
Dwayne Lytle is alive and kicking today because a family member donated a kidney to save his
life. Thanks to this brave and selfless act, Dwayne will continue to
enjoy running and exercising,
playing football and basketball,
coaching his children and watching them grow up. The simple act
of organ donation has altered
Dwayne's life forever, giving him
a second chance to pursue his
dreams and share joy with his
family and friends. It's incredibly easy to be a hero. Just visit
EveryllMinutes.org today and
register to become an organ and
tissue donor.

Every (IT) Minutes.org

NEWS

"Know that America is a friend
of each nation and every man,
woman and child who seeks a
future of peace and dignity, and
that we are ready to lead once
more. "
President Barack Obama in his
inaugural speech.

"We didn't set out to control
Gaza. We don't want to remain
in Gaza and we intend on leaving
Gaza as fast as possible."
Israeli prime minister Ehud
Olmert addressing the leaders of
Britain, Spain, Germany, France,
Italy and the Czech Republic.

"For all I've done, she still says,
'You could've been a dancer.'"
Rahm Emanuel, President
Obama's White House chief of staff,
on his mother's sentiments concerning his political appointment.

"I've always wanted to kill
Hitler."
Actor Tom Cruise on his fantasy-fulfilling role in the movie
"Valkyrie."

"I inspired Obama and his
teams copied us."
Segolene Royal, 2007 French
presidential candidate voicing her
claim that Obama's aides used several of her campaign ideas.
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This week's eye on crime comes from Chicago,
111., where William Balfour pleads not guilty to
charges for the murder of singer and actress Jennifer
Hudson's mother, brother and nephew.
The plea was made Tuesday, Jan. 20.
Balfour was arrested and accused of shooting
Darnell Donerson and Jason Hudson to death on
Oct. 24 of last year.
Julian King, Hudson's nephew, was found dead
in an SUV after Darnell and Jason were killed.
William Balfour is the estranged ex-husband of
Julia Hudson, Jennifer Hudson's sister.
According to prosecutors, he murdered three
people in a jealous rage at the thought of his ex-wife
having a boyfriend.
The prosecutors requested that Judge Evelyn
Clay be removed from the case.

According to CNN, Balfour's attorney, Joshua
Kutnick, said he did not know why prosecutors
wanted Judge Evelyn Clay removed from the case,
but that they had the right to demand it.
The new judge will be Marjorie Laws of Cook
County, 111.
Balfour denies the charges made against him.
His lawyer told the court that there was no
forensic evidence from the crime scenes that would
link him to the killings.
Hudson has won a best supporting actress Oscar
for her role in "Dream Girls."
She also made it to the top seven in the television show American Idol.
The actress and singer has not performed since
the incident, but plans to sing at the Super Bowl
next month.

"As long as we keep the house
lights down, I won't know ifanyone
walks out."
Will Ferrell on his upcoming
role as former President George W
Bush in the one-man Broadway
show "You're Welcome America."

News By Numbers
5 months is the leave of absence Steve Jobs is taking in
hopes of improving his health. Rumors of his illness were
confirmed when Jobs said his health problems were more than
he expected. The interim CEO will be Tim Cook.

1265 - First English Parliament is formally gathered.
1849 - Elizabeth Blackwell becomes first woman physician in United States.
1916 - In Browning, Mont., the temperature falls from 44 degrees to negative 56 degrees
Fahrenheit within one night.
1930 - Clyde Tombaugh photographs Pluto.

620 people were killed in a rebel uprising in Congo. The
Ugandan rebel group, the Lord's Resistance Army, was said
to have been fleeing multinational military offensive aimed at
driving it out of northeastern Congo.
300 or more people perished in a ferry accident last week
when the large passenger sank last Sunday. Only 35 survivors
were found. Those who were found had to swim in the dark in
heavy seas for more than five hours.

1950 - NFL rule modifications open the way for a two-platoon system that includes offense and
defense.
1961 - The Supreme Court rules that cities and states have the right to censor films.
1970 - United States performs nuclear test at Nevada test site.
1991 - "Seinfeld" debuts on NBC-TV.
1998 - Pope John Paul II condemns U.S. embargo against Cuba.

1 ,000 FBI employees were on duty for Barack Obama's
inauguration January 20. The FBI said that they received many
threats and tips as the day approached.
3,600 Taiwanese dollars were distributed to each person in
line on Sunday, Jan. 18 in Taiwan in hopes of stimulating the
slow economy. The government issued these vouchers while
people lined up at dispersal centers. Many spent their money
at department stores or supermarkets in order to stock up on
necessities.

Need Physical Therapy?

56,000,000 dollars is the cost of the initial phase to
build a memorial at Ground Zero in New York City. Hopefully,
the park will be completed by 2011.

CLEMSON
Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation
THE TIGER NEEDS
YOUR

SUPPORT.

ENJOY PHOTOGRAPHY?

WANT TO BUILD YOUR
PORTFOLIO?

E-MAIL

pHO^°

@-rHe°

G£*Nt

► Pre & Post-Operative
Rehab
• Orthopaedic Injury
Rehab
Custom Foot Orthotics
• Hand Therapy
• Custom Splinting
• Sport Conditioning
• Injury Prevention
Education
• Pool Therapy
13,000 square foot
state-of-the-art facility
located on
Hwy. 123 just afew miles
from campus

864-482-0085
www.csmr.org

r

_

r

Whether you were injured playing
intramurals or are recovering from a
recent surgery, we provide rehabilitation
programs with state-of-the-art equipment
and advanced methods to return you to
your busy college life or sports arena.
Trust the best. We've been treating our neighbors in
Clemson, Seneca, Central, and surrounding areas
since 1994...
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Mae West front man charged with theft
Student arrested for larceny after stealing more than $18,000 worth of equipment from Brooks Center.
TAYLOR REEVES
NEWS EDITOR

On Dec. 5, Russell Oliver, a senior Landscape
Architecture major, was arrested and charged with
grand larceny for stealing equipment valued at more
than $18,000 from the Brooks Center for the
Performing Arts.
The theft took place on homecoming weekend.
An anonymous source reports that Oliver, who
is the lead singer of local rock band Mae West, was
hanging promotional flyers for his band in the Brooks
Center when he "stumbled upon" some unlocked
rooms which housed expensive microphones and
sound equipment.
He proceeded to take equipment from various
theaters and storage rooms, most of which were
unlocked due to required access by numerous performing groups.
Kenneth Moore, a Brooks Center employee,
filed a police report when it was discovered that the
items were missing as crews set up for the CU Jazz
band concert on Wednesday, Nov. 28.
"Our initial reaction was puzzlement, as there
were no apparent signs of entry," said John Breitmeier,
a teaching assistant and employee of the Brooks
Center.
There was speculation that a student committed
the act, but this assumption did not significandy narrow the suspects.
"Various students from various groups have
access to rooms from which equipment was stolen at
any given time," said the source. "It appeared to be
the perfect crime."
The police report indicated that some 49 microphones had been taken from a case on the stage of the
main theater between Nov. 14 and Nov. 19.
Among sound equipment reported stolen,
microphones were the most numerous.
"The interesting thing about the microphones
stolen was that 12 of the microphones came from a
drawer with an additional 32 microphones of varying
types. Twenty-four of those are wireless microphones,

Russell Oliver was arrested for theft from the Brooks Center at the end of last semester.
which would be worth around as much as everything
stolen," Breitmeier said.
So being a sound person, knowing the uses of
these microphones, [I] decided it was probably someone who was in a band and knew a litde bit about live
sound but not very much, as they didn't go for the
high dollar items."

Thinking that the equipment was not likely to be
found, Breitmeier resolved to check the online classified site Craig's List regularly in case any suspicious
merchandise showed up.
On Nov. 26, he encountered listings that were
strangely similar in model and quantity to that which
had gone missing from the Brooks Center.

After reporting his findings to his superiors and
the detectives assigned to the case, Breitmeier and
other Brooks Center employees waited while the
investigation continued.
Craig's List and the CUPD collaborated to identify Oliver via his Clemson e-mail account.

Employee payroll reduced for new year
Barker offers new furlough options for next semester.
KATE RIPLEY
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Although the faculty and staff are
required to take a five-day furlough,
President Barker, along with those in
human resources and on the legal team,
have offered some additional options
that will take effect Fall 2009.
In an attempt to reduce payroll
and take the pressure off some of the
University's continuing state-funding
cuts, Clemson is now offering three new
programs for faculty and staff.
These options include a retirement
incentive program for Public Service
Activities (PSA) division employees,

a Voluntary Furlough Program and a
Voluntary Reduction in Time Program.
President Barker said other faculty
and staff members looking out for the
best of the University suggested these
programs.
"I'd like to thank these colleagues
for their suggestions, along with the
members of our human resources and
legal teams who worked to make these
options available," Barker said. "The
response to these voluntary programs
will help us understand the size of our
challenge next year."
Those eligible for the Public
Service Activities Voluntary Retirement
Incentive Program can include all fac-

ulty and staff employees in PSA-funded
positions.
Those who decided to participate
with this program must separate from
employment at Clemson University by
July 24 of this year.
The second option is the Voluntary
Furlough Program. This allows for any
full-time or part-time full-time equivalent (FTE) employee to take up to 90
calendar days of absence without pay.
This would be in addition to the
mandatory five-day furlough already in
effect.
The Voluntary Reduction in Time
Program is also for full-time or FTE
employees, however, instead of a 90-day

furlough, the University manages to
offer exempt and non-exempt faculty
and staff the opportunity to voluntarily
reduce their time and corresponding
While this is all taking place next
year, furloughs have already taken effect
for this semester, much to those employees who needed their paycheck to just
from week to week.
For such faculty and staff, the One
Clemson Furlough Relief Fund was
formed.

able to assist 158 employees who cannot
afford to take the five-day furlough on
top of the paycheck cut.
More than 200 applications had
been received to be considered for the
relief, however, not all were eligible or
funded properly.
' Given the funds available, we were
very glad to be able to give some significant help to those most in need,"
said Matt Watkins, administrator of
the fund. "Most were essentially made
whole."

The money for this fund amounts
to $71,363 and was all donated by various members of the Clemson family.
These 300 donations made will be

Highest priority was given to those
at the bottom of the pay scale. These
employees face the most severe financial
hardship this year.

Pay-

CLASSIFIEDS
Classifications

100 Help Wanted
200 For Sale
250 Automotive
300 For Rent
350 Roommates
400 Services
450 Retail

Office Telephone Hours

500 On Campus
550 Events
600 Greek Life
700 Lost & Found
800 Misc
850 Travel
900 Personals

100 HELP WANTED
4 Dorm Counselors Needed!
Supervise HS seniors interning at CU
June 1 - July 18, $350/wk + room &
board. See www.clemson.edu/SCLife
and click on Summer Program for
Research Interns, job description or email
Callara@clemson.edu for description and
application procedures.
Need Help, someone profecient in
MSAccess '07 to help with maeros,

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. -4:30 p.m.
Office Address
315 Hendrix Center
Clemson, S.C. 29634

VB, SQL. janklein@bellsouth.net

200

FOR SALE

2 Bedroom House on level corner lot.
5 minutes from campus. Completely
remodeled. New Appliances, cabinets,
heat, pump, etc. $91,000. 882-0908.

300

FOR RENT

House in Clemson. 2 BR 1 BA,
Screened Porch. $590/mo. 653-3512.

How to Place a Classified Ad

Deadline

By Phone: (864) 656-2150

3 p.m. Tuesday

Classified Ad Rate
Students:

50 cents/word

Other:

$1.00/word

By Fax: (864) 656-4772
By E-mail: classified@thetigernews.com
In Person: 315 Hendrix Center

Payment Methods
Cash, Check

(864) 656-2150 • classified@TheTiqerNews.com
House in Clemson. 3 BR, 1 BA
screened porch. $825/month. 653-3512
House in Clemson. 2 BR, 1 BA.
$1040/month. 653-3512.
Don't Wait! Daniel Square
2009-2010, www.danielsquare.com
Furnished Room available @
University Village through May 10,
2009. All utilities and furniture package included. $390 (usually
$455). females only. Call
Kathy Piccione @ 864-979-5906 or
Jaime Piccione @ 864-616-7257.

Condo - 3BR, 3BA, gated
community on Lake Hartwell,
close 1-85 and 15 minutes from
Clemson University. Clubhouse
with fitness center, pool. $895/mo.
Call 864-316-4135 or email
rdhardin@bellsouth.net.
$600 condo for rent. Riverbank
Commons. 2 story condo, 2 BR,
1.5 BA, w/d on property, near
pool. Contact gsox@hotmail.com
for more information.

Sublease at Hart's Cove this summer!
Live on the lake in a fully furnished
apartment. Will work out deal for
rent. Email Algarri@g.clemson.edu.
House for rent. Brand new 2 BR 2
BA. 1 mi. from campus. $800/mo.
864-650-0702 or
huegrem@netv.com.
Central 4 BR, 2BA 1750 sq. ft. &
3 BR, 2BA 1400 sq. ft quite, private, fenced, immaculate condition.
1 year lease. 6397725.
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Give me clean air or give me death
Alternative energies can give us longer, healthier lives.
It isn't exactly a mind-blowing fact that air
pollution negatively affects your health,
but what if you knew just how much
longer you could live by breathing clean air?
Well, thanks to a new study, now you can.
Earlier this week, The New England
Journal of Medicine published a study which
found that the average drop in air pollution
in 51 metropolitan areas around the country
results in an average increase in life expectancy of nearly five months for the people
living there.
Atlanta, Ga.; Charlotte, N.C.; Chicago,
111.; and New York City, N.Y., were among
the dozens of cities researched in the study.
Cities where residents have fought hardest for clean air are rewarded with higher life
expectancies.
For example, the study found that residents of Pittsburgh, Penn., are expected to
live almost 10 months longer because of the
city's low air pollution levels.
The study was conducted by researchers
at Brigham Young University in Utah, who
analyzed air pollution in dozens of American
cities during given periods of time over the
past 30 years and checked their data against
the life expectancies for residents of counties
in which the major metropolitan areas are
located.
Researchers chose the late 1970s as a
starting point for the study because of the
passing of the Clean Air Act in 1970, which
set national standards for pollution emissions
in motor-vehicles while also benchmarking
air quality standards for the entire country.
The positive effects of the Clean Air Act
could not be reliably measured until several years after its passing, according to the
researchers.
The study from Brigham Young targets a
very specific (and very harmful) type of pollutant called fine-particle air pollution.
With long-term exposure to fine-particle

air pollutants, people are more likely to live
shorter lives and are also more likely to have
lung and cardiovascular diseases.
These microscopic particles can delve
deep into the lungs; they are suspected to
be major contributors to raising your blood
pressure, increasing your risk of a heart
attack and making you more likely to die of
a heart-related complication.
Fine-particle pollutants are caused by
diesel and gas engines, oil refineries, coalfired plants and several other industrial
stand-bys.
The study, which controlled for outside
factors which boost life expectancy like
education and income, concluded that air
pollution reductions account for at least 15
percent of life expectancy increases.
Furthermore, the particle matter which
the study focused on has dropped nationwide by an average of 11 percent in the last
nine years, according to the Environmental
Protection Agency.
Some of the more shocking findings
about air pollution and your health spell
trouble for people who do not smoke but live
in smog-filled cities like Los Angeles.
Research on the subject indicates that
a nonsmoker living in a city with high air
pollution has virtually the same risk of dying
of a heart disease as a longtime smoker who
recently quit.
Smoking bans are one of the trendier
methods for reducing air pollution, but
smokers aren't nearly as culpable for air pollution as the factories they pass on their daily
commutes to work or the gas and diesel-powered cars that get them there.
In this way, pushing for clean air ordinances can be incredibly touchy.
There are plenty of areas when personal
liberties (such as smoking in public) kowtow
to air pollutant laws.
The case against gas-powered cars, coal-

powered plants and oil refineries with respect
to long living and pure breathing is somewhat more clear-cut, however.
America's dependence on foreign oil
sources (and what we'll do to get a piece of
them) is all but undeniable at this point.
Developing an industrial infrastructre in
America that wanes us off our die-hard oil
addictions won't be easy.
It will be costly, and it won't flourish
immediately.
That much is certain.
What's also certain is that it's in our best
interest as a nation to put alternative energies
like solar panels, wind turbines and biofuels
at the forefront of our industry.
We'll help to free ourselves from the
entangling foreign alliances we're currently
caught up in because of our need of oil.
We'll better serve our country's ecosystems (such as the Alaska National Wildlife
Reserve) by having less of a need to penetrate
them for oil.
We'll help to slow the effects of global
climate change, some of which we've already
committed ourselves to.
This is one of the most compelling arguments to advocate alternative energy use at
home and abroad.
Giving ourselves and our descendants
cleaner air to breathe by establishing an
alternative energy economy will also ensure
that they aren't living on a planet stripped
of its species and teeming with vectors for
infectious diseases.
We'll also help people living in countries
below sea level to breathe easy — both by
giving them cleaner air and by lessening their
chances of becoming refugees because of
natural disasters caused by climate change.
Clean air sounds like a perfectly unobjectionable thing to want for yourself— no
matter where you live.
Barring some extreme cases, just about

everybody wants to live a longer, healthier
life.
But there are plenty of vested interests
that run deep in this country which want
to see more coal-fired plants built, more oil
refineries constructed and more gas-powered
engines powering the cars we drive.
If you never cared about clean alternative sources of energy before, then this study
helps to put things in the proper perspective.
The people and companies who lobby for
the production of coal-fired plants or gaspowered cars aren't just hurting us abroad
by increasing our dependence on foreign oil
sources they're chipping away, microscopic
particle by microscopic particle, at our very
lives.
It is incredibly difficult to care about
matters which we cannot see — whether
they're thousands of miles away or right
beneath our inhaling noses.
But the facts of the matter are irrefutable:
Clean air means a longer, healthier life.
Even though we don't live in one of the
metropolitan areas that were covered in the
Brigham Young study, many of us won't live
here forever.
We'll scatter all across the country and
settle down for a while — some of us in those
cities which can take several months of life
away from us.
Pressuring our political leaders at the
local, state and federal levels for cleaner air
isn't just something for environmentalists
anymore.
It's a cause for anyone with a set of working lungs.
The opinions expressed in the above editorial are written
by the opinions editor and represent the majority opinion
of The Tiger editorial board. In representing the majority
view, the staff editorials may not represent the individual
view of any particular member.
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Cuts hinder state's economic growth
SETH MULLIKIN

Budget cuts continue to bite into
the University funds, causing the
University to dig deeper into the
pockets of students and their parents.
In order to deal with the last round of
budget cuts, the Board of Trustees took
the practical approach of cutting costs and
increasing tuition.
While everyone has heard the effects cutting costs will have on Clemson and its contributions to future economic development in
the state, very little has been said about how
the resulting rise in tuition costs will affect
future economic development.
This summer the Board of Trustees
announced an increase, barely exceeding inflation, of 5.5 percent in the cost of
tuition.
However, many students are recipients of
the Life Scholarship, meaning they receive
$3,000 each semester.
Because this figure does not rise with
inflation or tuition increases, the increase
in their bill is actually 13 percent, making it
harder for families to budget for college.

If one adds the College of Business
and Behavioral Science's fee of $1,000 per
semester, the increase in a Life Scholarship
recipient's bill is 65 percent.
Increases of this magnitude make it
impossible for a family on any type of budget
to successfully plan for college.
The effect is that students who would not
normally use loans to pay for college have
to do so, and students who have been using
loans have no choice but to increase their
debt.
This is bound to have a negative effect
on the future of South Carolina's economy
by discouraging students from obtaining
advanced degrees.
It's also sure to hinder the growth of
small business.
Several studies have shown that increases
in undergraduate student debt at public universities have a negative effect on future
attendance at graduate schools.
This means fewer students in South
Carolina's universities will choose to become
doctors, lawyers, veterinarians, professors or
pursue a master's degree.
A citizenry with an advanced education is
particularly attractive to companies looking
to expand, meaning South Carolina will be
less likely to receive out-of-state investment
in the future. Students who do not have student debt are 20 percent more likely to attend
a graduate or professional school.

Once finishing graduate school, these
students earn 18 percent more per year than a
student with just a bachelor's degree.
If the student attends a professional
school, he will earn, on average, 45 percent
more than a student with just a bachelor's
degree. If the student earns a doctorate
degree, he will earn, on average, 52 percent
more than the same student with a bachelor's
degree.
This lack of future earning power created
by an increase in student debt will directly
hurt future state income tax revenues and
indirectly hurt various institutions that rely
on these advanced degrees.
Student loans can also affect their ability to qualify for a mortgage, requiring them
to rent rather than build equity in their own
home.
Lack of home equity can also hinder
entrepreneurship because it is often used as
collateral to get a business loan.
This, combined with extra student debt
in general, could have serious effects on the
future of startup small businesses in South
Carolina.
Here again, our state's treasury would be
directly and indirectly affected.
Nationally, small businesses provide
about half of our private sector employment;
they have created between two and four times
as many new jobs as large firms over the past
decade.

Small businesses also hire about 40 percent of "high-tech workers."
Therefore a lack of growth in this area
will cause South Carolina to lose its valuable
Clemson Engineering alumni.
While the state cuts in funding have
become excessive, Clemson has the opportunity to treat the situation as a business treats
a recession.
This would mean cutting funding for
unnecessary or underperforming programs,
administrative positions, etc.
However, just as a company must maintain its core business, Clemson must continue
to provide a stellar education to the current
students so they can uphold Clemson's reputation and contribute financially in the
future.
This would mean cutting programs that
do not directly contribute to Thomas Green
Clemson's vision for a "high seminary of
learning."
South Carolina must make higher education a greater priority in order to compete
with other states for economic development.
When this happens, Clemson should be
able to improve exponentially because the
increased funding will be going into a more
efficient university.
SETH MULLIKIN is a junior majoring in political
science. E-mail comments to
letters@TheTigerNews.com.
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Obama looks to change stem cell policies
KYLE SWEARINCEN

Guest Columnist
So I don't know if you've
heard, but that Obama guy
— he apparently wants to
Change things. (I think I heard
something about him Hoping for
things too, but that may just be a
rumor).
And it seems he's getting started
as soon as he can, as recent news
reports say that he's planning to
undo Bush's policies on topics, most
notably stem cell research.
Now, stem cell research is an
important issue, but there are a
lot of misconceptions people have
about this controversy.
Before we discuss that, let me
start by giving you my opinion on
stem cell research: I think stem cell
research is AWESOME.
Stem cell treatments have the
potential to cure so many diseases
— Parkinson's, Alzheimer's, leukemia, heart disease, stroke, neurological disorders, diabetes — that

you'd really be ignorant not to support it.
"So what's the problem then,
Kyle?"
Well, stem cell research is not
an issue on which you can define
your stance with a simple "pro-" or
"con-".
Unlike its attention-hogging
older brother abortion, stem cell
research actually has positive repercussions, so like I said, it should
definitely be supported.
But the problem lies in how the
stem cells are obtained.
(All information on this controversy is obtainable on Wikipedia
— trust me, it's reliable.)
There are two types of stem
cells: adult stem cells, which can
be obtained rather harmlessly from
human tissue samples, and embryonic stem cells, which, I'm sure
you know, are obtained from human
embryos.
The problem here is that the
embryo has to die in the process of
extracting the cells.
While the extraction of adult
cells is completely fine, the ethical

dilemma resides in the extraction of
embryonic cells.
Anyone truly educated on the
issue would not oppose stem cell
research as a whole — always keep
in mind that people who appear to
oppose stem cell research altogether
are in reality only opposed to the
termination of embryos in order to
obtain their stem cells.
Opponents
of
embryonic
research primarily argue that the
embryo is a human life with human
rights, and to terminate it would
constitute murder.
Probably the most convincing
argument for the humanity of stem
cells lies in the scientific law of
biogenesis, which states that life
can only come from pre-existing
life, and thus a type of organism
can only come from the same type
of organism.
Simply put, when two humans
breed, the offspring produced can
only be human, because humans can
only breed humans.
The stage of development is
irrelevant - if it comes from human
parents, then it's a human, and thus

I love how there's a picture on the CATbus that shows "no
giraffes allowed." So I guess zebras and other animals are
acceptable.
Concession prices at games are absurd.
I'm going to scream if I hear someone say "Fail" or "Epic fail"
one more time.
I am against the Top 20 Initiative. It's changing the whole
dynamic on campus.

has human rights.
It's not simply "my view," it's
a scientific law (I'm talking to you,
Bill Maher.).
Supporters
of
embryonic
research primarily argue that embryonic cells are "better" because they
are pluripotent — they have the
potential to become any type of
human cell.
Thus, they are more promising
than adult cells, which are specific
only to the organs in which they
are found.
But are they really more promising? After 10 years of research, there
are currently no approved treatments
involving embryonic cells.
Stem cells, however, have been
successfully used to treat a variety of illnesses, notably leukemia,
for years. Even more promising
advances have been made.
A recent study headed by Dr.
Shinya Yamanaka (http://www.
nytimes.com/2007/12/11/science/
llprof.html) was able to obtain
pluripotent cells without the use
embryos, by genetically "reprogramming" adult stem cells found

in human skin.
Surely a finding like this would
satisfy both sides - not only are we
able to use the "best," most promising cells, we can do so without killing human embryos in the process.
It is possible that with further
advances, embryonic stem cells may
not even be necessary at all to stem
cell research.
Obama, however, is on the verge
of reigniting a touchy debate by
reversing bans on embryonic funding.
In light of this evidence, and
particularly Dr. Yamanaka's study,
the question arises, "Is this necessary?"
To rekindle such conflict
between opposing factions, especially now that it can be resolved so
easily to everyone's satisfaction, is
not the change this country needs,
and I would hope it's not the change
he's looking for.
KYLE SWEARINCEN is a guest
columnist. E-mail comments to letters©
TlieTigerNews.com.

400 middle schoolers in Harcombc.can we get a warning?
Women, modesty is a desirable quality. All the men I know
would agree.
On-campus apartments are disgustingly overpriced.

Want to rant? Send your rants to
letters@thetigernews.com
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Obama short-change us?
ANDREW DAVIS

Guest Columnist
Earlier this week, we inaugurated the 44th President
of the United States. For
many Americans, this ceremonial
"changing of the guards" brings a
much-needed physical and emotional change from the last eight
years of the Bush administration.
President Barack Obama stands
on the cusp of what could be one
of the most transfiguring presidential administrations in American
history.
But are Americans about to be
"short-changed?"
In the 2008 presidential race,
American voters soundly rejected establishment candidates and
flocked to those they saw as leaders from "outside the beltway."
The obscure Sarah Palin quickly overshadowed GOP presidential candidate John McCain, and
while Hillary Clinton put up a fight
against Obama, Democrats decided
to pass on a second-helping of
Clintonian politics.
In the end, voters decided the
need for change was greater than
the need for experience and elected
Obama to the nation's top office.
Since the election, Obama's
fiery, leftist rhetoric has waned and
been replaced with signs of cooperation and bipartisanship. Normally
this would not be considered a
negative in a politician, especially
after the polarizing politics of the
Bush administration. However,

Obama's newfound zest for partisanship leaves him agreeing with
Bush on all the wrong issues and
likewise for their disagreements.
President Bush left office with
nearly every area of policy in worse
shape than he found it. From curbing civil liberties while pursuing a
"war on terror" to increasing the
national debt more than any other
president in American history, Bush
will have a legacy of Constitutiontreading and big spending.
Obama promised change, but
he has done little to separate himself from the path taken by the
Bush administration. Obama confounded his supporters by supporting the amendments to the
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Act (FISA), which grants the federal government a license to spy on
American citizens —a key objective
touted by the Bush administration.
He then refused to take a strong
stance against the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan, and has provided no
plans after the election to bring
the troops home any sooner than
his Republican predecessor had
planned.
The abuses of civil liberties in
the past eight years were some of
the most egregious offenses of the
Bush administration. Violations of
the first, fourth and sixth amendments to the U.S. Constitution
became synonymous with the calls
for "sacrifice" in the pursuit of
"terrorists who want to take away
our freedoms." But Obama has yet
to prove he plans to change this
pattern of abuse, and his record
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thus far shows a reluctance to
come down on the side of the
Constitution.
There is also much to be worried about in Obama's economic
policies, which include spending
increases that will rival those of the
Bush administration.
Obama's current economic
stimulus will cost at least $850 billion in federal spending, the majority of which will go to fund the
largest public works project since
the 1950s.
These projects are costly and
historically have been ineffective
in stimulating economic growth. In
the end, government will spend billions of taxpayer dollars for little
or no effect.
Obama must avoid the mistakes
of the Bush administration when
it comes to economic policy and
reject pressure from his Democratic
colleagues to avoid using free market solutions as alternatives to further government "tinkering" in the
economy. Permanent, substantial
tax cuts supplemented with equal
cuts to government spending will
help spur economic stimulation
while also practicing a more sound
fiscal policy.
The free market is the best
tool for allocating resources, and
tax cuts have a proven record of
stimulating economic growth.
Government spending in hopes of
creating artificial demand to stimulate the economy has not worked,
and its inclusion in Obama's stimulus plan is a sure bet for failure.
It is difficult to cast such dire
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predictions for a man who has only
been in office for a few days.
However, the nation is in serious need of real leadership—not
just four more years of the same.
Obama enters office under the most
onerous of circumstances: war in
two countries, economic uncertainty, extreme distrust in government and international turmoil. He
assumes control of many problems
he had limited control over as
a senator, but now is forced to
solve.
The path to success is clear
because it consists mainly of
avoiding the mistakes of the Bush
administration.
Avoid micromanaging the economy, reduce spending, decrease
taxes, bring the troops home from
overseas, restore civil liberties and
maintain a high ethical standard
throughout his administration —
these are all things Obama must do
to repair the damage from the last
eight years.
Will he be up to the challenge? It is hard to tell. It will
take the courage to stand up to
both Democrats and Republicans,
and he must put the interests of
Americans above the interests of
government.
So far, Obama has yet to
show signs that he is really different than any other Democrat or
Republican. One can only hope this
will change.
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A shot in the dark
GREG JONES

Guest Columnist
Despite living in the South my entire life,
I have had quite a lot of traveling experience.
It is through the upscale bars and nightclubs of
Europe and other major U.S. cities that I have
come to the tragic realization that here in Clemson,
S.C., there is a conspicuous lack of an upscale bar
or night club that caters to the consumer desiring a
sophisticated and inviting smoke-free atmosphere.
This particular area is lacking an establishment
that is not stereotypical of a "college bar"—notorious for serving large quantities of poor-quality
beverages and food.
"College bars" cater to the majority of students here at Clemson University who have been
cheated of developing a true understanding of
gourmet food and its accompanying environment.
When I think of the previous refined night time
establishments that I have been to, they all have
favorable similarities: They are relaxed and invit-

especially in the 20s
ing to people of all ages
and 30s age demographic.
Without a doubt, the collegiate-aged demographic of this area would appreciate having the
opportunity of going to a classy bar that isn't polluted by country music, but rather offers a setting
which is filled with the relaxing melodies of jazz
or classical music.
Low lighting, candles or spot lighting and
comfortable seating all help to create an inviting
ambience filled with good music, gourmet food
and elegant beverages.
A regal escape would be optimal; however,
few bars can provide the sense of serenity and
peace in the fast-paced world of semi-organized
chaos that is college life.
With promotions such as "Thirsty Thursday"
and dollar drafts, night life establishments seem to
be catering to the less-cultured and reserved crowd
that can be seen in any bar or nightclub outside of
the Clemson area.
In a recent survey of legal-aged college students, those asked would gladly pay an extra
dollar per drink or entree to be able to go out on

Thursday nights without having to hear drunkards
singing Southern classics made famous in the '80s,
but instead able to hear the harmonious linking of
notes on piano keys accompanied by a bass, trumpet and saxophone; and, of course, the drum set.
With more than a dozen bars in Clemson, there
are very few that stand out in my mind.
TD's is a favorite for many Clemson students
because it serves cheap beer and is easily within
stumbling distance of the Quad, as is Tiger Town
Tavern, Griffin's, Keith St. Pub and 356, among
many others, where the wine and liquor lists seem
to constantly be lacking.
Blue Heron and 356 try to market themselves
as a bit more classy, but in my opinion, the attempt
falls quite short of the ideal martini bar.
So before you plan your next evening out,
ask yourself, "Are my wants in an ideal bar atmosphere being met?"
If you answer no, then know that you are not
alone.
is a guest columnist. E-mail comments to
letters@TheTigerNews.com.
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An Australian man fought off a shark as he
snorkeled near Sydney on Monday, freeing his
leg from its jaws with a punch.

A 20-pound lobster, thought to be about 140 years
old, will be returned to the ocean after briefly
becoming the mascot for a New York restaurant,
an animal rights group said on Friday.
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An Ohio man who planned to rob a bank last
week tipped off bank tellers by standing in
line with a ski mask on before beginning the
robbery. He was captured by police shortly
afterward.

A self-described "offbeat" couple from Normal,
111., was married last Friday in a Taco Bell during
regular business hours.

A 107-year-old Chinese woman who was afraid
to marry when she was young decided to look
for her first husband and hopes to find a fellow
centenarian so they will have something to talk
about, according to a Beijing paper.

A 72-year-old man from Indiana raised $ 1,600
for charity by trimming his eyebrows.
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SIGMA KAPPA

The new iororitu

at CLEMSONf

Information Night
Wednesday, January 28 • 7:00 p.m.- 8:30 p.m.
Hendrix Student Center Ballrooms
Philanthropy Event
Thursday, January 29 • 7:00 p.m.- 8:30 p.m.
Hendrix Student Center Ballrooms
Sisterhood & Traditions
Friday, January 30 • 7:00 p.m.- 8:30 p.m.
Hendrix Student Center Ballrooms
Preference Event (by invitation only)
Saturday, January 31 • 1:30 p.m.
Personal Visits
Wednesday, January 28 • 12:00 p.m.- 5:00 p.m.
Smith Hall Meeting Room
Thursday, January 29 • 9:00 p.m.- 5:00 p.m.
Smith Hall Meeting Room
Friday, January 30 • 9:00 p.m.- 5:00 p.m.
Smith Hall Meeting Room
For more information, phone: 317.445.7702
E-mail: clemson@sigmakappa.org
facebook group: Sigma Kappa Sorority at
Clemson University
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New
policy,
new
problem
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Wake edges Clemson 78-68
Clemson shooting woes help the Demon Deacons stay undefeated.

JASON
PATSKOSKI
staff writer

Clemson's intramural office has
adopted a new registration policy.
Previous registrations had all teams
and divisions starting at 8 a.m. in
the morning. Everyone who wanted
to sign up a team would have to log
on at that time, which almost caused
the server to crash. Also, anyone who
has ever to register a team knows that
every division fills up in a matter of
minutes. The intramural office has
also had a problem with teams registering and forfeiting every game.
The new policy attempts to fix these
problems.
The new policy begins with a
staggered registration period where
each division (Co-rec, Men's, Women's and Greek) register at a different
time. This was done to prevent the
server from crashing. It would also
mean that less people would be using the Web site, so it would move
faster for those registering teams. If
someone was fortunate enough to get
one of the coveted spots in a division,
they had to turn in a roster with at
least the minimum amount of players
to avoid a forfeit. If they could not
secure enough players, the team was
dropped.
This policy looks really good
on paper but has some major problems. For starters, the software the
intramural office uses for registration
will not allow them to open each division at different times. The result
was all the divisions being open when
the first division is opened at 8 a.m.
When registration was going on, the
intramural staff had to manually drop
teams that had registered early starting 10 minutes before a new division
would "open." At the captains' meeting, everyone was told they would be
dropped if they registered earlier than
they were supposed to and would be
on the honor system. Unfortunately,
in sports, the honor system does not
work, which is why most sports have
officials. In sports, though, there are
consequences for breaking the rules;
the only penalty for registering early
was being dropped.
The intramural office has had
problems with ejections so they are
pushing the sportsmanship theme
this spring. Each team gets penalized
see POLICY page C6

TIGERSCHEDULE
SWIMMING Sr DIVING
Saturday 1/24
N.C. State
11 a.m.
Clemson, S.C.

Clemson sophomore guard Demontez Stitt and freshman Tanner Smith struggle with the disappointment of Saturday's loss to Wake Forest.

ALEX URBAN
STAFF WRITER

Wake Forest (16-0, 3-0) used strong play from
sophomore guard Jeff Teague as well a productive
night from forwards James Johnson and Al-Faroug
Aminu to knock off the ninth-ranked Clemson Tigers 78-68 in the batde between the two undefeated
teams last Saturday at Litdejohn Coliseum.
The win helped propel Wake Forest to a top ranking in both the ESPN/USA Today Coaches Poll and
the AP Poll; the 16-0 start is the best in Wake Forest's

history, which includes strong squads and NBA stars
like Tim Duncan.
The loss for the Tigers (16-1, 2-1) was hard to
swallow, but the team has no time to catch their
breaths with games against North Carolina and Duke
approaching.
The game was close for much of the first half.
Clemson sophomore guard Terrence Oglesby hit several early shots to light a fire under the Tigers, propelling them to a 20-16 lead midway through the first
half. From there, however, Wake's depth and pres-

ence in the paint proved to be a little too much for
Clemson to handle.
The Tigers shot an abysmal 33 percent from the
floor in the game, and 55 percent from the free throw
line compared to Wake's 48 percent from the field
and 78 percent from the free throw line. The story of
the game is in these numbers. Clemson played tight
defense for much of the game, holding Wake under
their season scoring average. But they couldn't catch a
see HOOPS page C6

Clemson welcomes new football
Defensive Coordinator Kevin Steele
South Carolina native brings a "Steele" curtain to Clemson.
BECCA CARTER
STAFF WRITER

On Friday, Jan. 9, Clemson Head Coach Dabo
Swinney announced that former Alabama defensive
coordinator Kevin Steele would be the new defensive coordinator and linebacker coach for the Tigers.
With more than 23 years of coaching experience in

collegiate football and four years of experience in the
NFL, Steele's knowledge for the game will stimulate
Clemson football for the upcoming season. "Kevin
Steele is one of the most respected coaches in the nation. He has served under Hall of Fame head coaches
who have won national championships and also has
experience in the NFL. He is a perfect fit for this
staff," Swinney said. Steele initiated his football career

by playing linebacker three years at the University of
Tennessee 1978 and 1979 teams. He then graduated
from the Tennessee in 1981, the same year he got
his start as assistant coached for the Volunteers under Johnny Majors. From there, he coached defenses
at New Mexico State, Oklahoma State, Nebraska,
see STEELE page C6

MEN'S BASKETBALL

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

MEN'S TENNIS

Sunday 1/25
Georgia Tech
7:45 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.

Friday 1/23
Boston College
7 p.m.
Chestnut Hill, Mass.

Wednesday 1/29
Virginia Tech
7 p.m.
Blacksburg, Va.

Monday 1/26
Virginia
7 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.

Saturday 1/24
South Alabama
9 a.m.
Clemson, S.C.
Saturday 1/24
The Citadel
3 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.
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The Clemson Tiger's men's basketball team will face a struggling
Georgia Tech team on Sunday that is 10-8 on the season and 0-4 in
ACC play, last being defeated by N.C. State in overtime. By looking at
Georgia Tech's record, many might predict the Yellow Jackets to come
into Litdejohn Coliseum and get trounced on by the Tigers, but it is
important not to undermine the size and athletic ability of the Yellow
Jackets.
Georgia Tech comes into Litdejohn having three starters over the
height of 67". Six-foot-nine forward Gani Lawal leads the Yellow Jackets in rebounds and points per game, averaging 10.4 rebounds and 15
points a game.
Alade Aminu, a 6' 10" senior center is averaging 12.9 points and 8.9
rebounds a game and has 25 blocks on the season. Zachery Peacock, a

TOT>

715

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Wake Forest
Duke
Connecticut
Pittsburgh
North Carolina
Oklahoma
Michigan State
Syracuse
Louisville
Clemson
Marquette
Georgetown
UCLA
Texas
Xavier
Butler
Arizona State
Purdue
Notre Dame
Villanova
Minnesota
Memphis
Gonzaga
Florida
Illinois
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6'8" junior forward is averaging 10.5 points and six rebounds a game.
Tech also has 6'3" senior guard Lewis Church, averaging 13.9
points per game and lives off his outside shot but has been very streaky
and is 23-72 from beyond the arc on the year. The brightest spot of late
for the Yellow Jackets has been the play of their freshman guard, Iman
Shumpert; averaging 11.6 points per game on the season but 14.5 a
game in conference play which leads the team. The lanky and athletic
Shumpert could present a match-up problem for sophomore guard Terrence Oglesby.
Clemson's size, or lack thereof, could be a big issue. It will be important for Clemson's big men to step up and have immense games on
Sunday. Look for Raymond Sikes and Trevor Booker to be key factors
on defense in Clemson's success. K.C. Rivers' and Oglesby's shooting

C3

will make the difference on offense considering Georgia Tech's lack of
an outside threat.
It will also be important for Clemson not to let Georgia Tech get
out in transition because of their athletic ability. In Georgia Tech's recent
loss to N.C. State most of their turnovers came off running a half-court
offense. It will be important for Clemson not to allow any easy buckets
when they are in the full court press like they did against Wake Forest.
Georgia Tech plays straight up man-to-man defense and has had a tendency of not getting back on defense. It will be important for Clemson
to run a transition game for easy buckets.
Last season the Tigers split with the Yellow Jackets. Clemson won
at home 82-67 and lost in Adanta 80-75. Tip-off is scheduled for 7:45
p.m. at Litdejohn Coliseum.
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By Jon Unsworth, Dietary Specialist
Clemson Dining Services

G

Did you make a New Year's resolution to lose weight or eat healthier? If so, you've had some time since the first of
the year to get started on it. Are you still sticking to it?
Unfortunately, this is about the time of year when many people lose sight of their New Year's resolution to eat
healthier or lose weight, simply because they have lost the motivation. If this sounds familiar, there is a simple way to
help yourself get back on track and help you achieve your resolution for the entire year and longer!
It has been shown that people looking to make changes in their eating habits and keep them for a lifetime have been
successful when they've made changes one step at a time. In other words, they decide what needs to be changed in
their lifestyle in regards to their eating habits and work on each change separately until they have successfully
incorporated these habits into their everyday life.

So, if you find yourself not being able to keep on track with your
New Year's resolution to lose weight or eat healthier, this is what I
challenge you to do:
•

•

•

Take some time to write down 12 separate health and nutrition
related goals that you would like to achieve. For example:
Exercise five days a week for a half
hour; Decrease soda consumption; Eat a
serving more of both fruits and vegetables daily, etc. Make sure to make your
goals realistic and are something that
you are willing to change and achieve.
Once you have your completed list,
prioritize your goals. Everyone is
•
different, so you may choose to list your
\j0t:
easier goals first, or maybe work on the
harder ones first, it's up to you. Again, just make sure you are
realistic when prioritizing them.
Once you have done this, you essentially have your game plan
for the next year! All you need to do is work on your first goal
and work to achieve the goal by the end of the month.

•

Once you have completed your first month, while still working on your
first goal, start working on your second goal. And continue to do this
each month by adding on your next goal and continue working on
fine-tuning the goals from the previous months. By the end of the year,
you should have accomplished all of your goals and be used to them to
incorporate into your daily lifestyle.

This is an easy way to help you keep on track with where you want to go in
terms of a healthy lifestyle. I can't stress enough that you need to make
sure you are realistic with your initial goals and the time frame you want to
accomplish them in. If you set achievable goals, you will set yourself up
for success and not lose motivation or momentum. So again, I challenge
you to give this a try for one year!
If you would like some guidance in this process or any help in getting your
eating habits or weight back on track, remember that I am here to help.
Please feel free to contact me for an appointment so we can discuss how to
keep up with your goals and achieve a healthier happier you by next
January or sooner! Contact me for individual nutrition counseling and
support at nutrition@clemson.edu or call me at 656-0943 and we'll set up
an appointment.

United Way

"Your change*♦♦
Can change lives!"
Please give your spare change to the collection
boxes on the CAT buses on January 27th.
www.catbus.com

One Day
Only!

654-CATS

On Cat Buses
January 27th.

SPORTS
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Lady Tigers stop skid; defeat Deacons and Bucs
Lele Hardy and Jasmine Tate spark Tigers' offense and put an end to Clemson's three-game losing streak.
MICHAEL MYLAN
STAFF WRITER

The struggling Lady Tigers were able to go on the
road Sunday and finally snap their three-game losing
streak against the Wake Forest Demon Deacons. Unlike their counterpart, the women's team found success
against Wake Forest this weekend, as the men's team fell
to the ACC rival on Saturday.
The story of this game was Clemson nailing its last
11 points from the charity stripe to take the easy points
and seal the game, with Clemson junior Lele Hardy
knocking down six in the final two minutes.
The Tigers trailed at halftime by a score of 25-21
until Hardy exploded in the second half where she scored
17 of her 19 points. The second half, was a much different ball game for the Tigers as they went from shooting 30 percent to nearly 50 percent from the floor. The
points came from all over the team as the bench was able
to step up and score 16 points during the game.
Still, the game came down to the wire. The Lady Tigers tied it up at 54 with just more than three minutes
remaining.
With just a minute left, Clemson's Tasha Taylor was
able to put the Tigers up 59-57. The Deacons then missed
two critical free throws followed by a crucial turnover to
aid the Tigers with only 18 seconds remaining in the
ball game. The final seconds showed just how badly the
Tigers wanted this game as the Deacons were forced to

keep fouling and the Tigers just kept making the baskets
from the free-throw line.
The defense for the Tigers was solid throughout the
game. During the second half they were also able to get
to the basket and score. They opened up the second half
on a 13-7 run and set the tone for the rest of the game.
Hardy finished the game with her fifth double-double of
the season, with 12 boards and 19 points.
After their thrilling victory against Wake, Clemson
took on Charleston Southern at Littlejohn on Tuesday
night. Jasmine Tate gave a dominating performance as
she earned her first career double-double with career
highs of 17 points and 10 rebounds in an 85-60 rout of
Southern Charleston.
Lele Hardy turned in a magnificent performance as
well recording only the third triple-double in Clemson
women's basketball history. Hardy dominated the boards,
coming up with 15 rebounds and scoring 14 points.
This was one of the best team efforts by the Lady Tigers, as everything seemed to click. They came out with
momentum from Sunday and used all their energy to
record their substantial victory. They also finished strong
in the second half, something they struggled to do early
in the season.
After the one-game break with out of conference
play, Clemson will return to face their ACC rivals as they
travel to Boston College. Watch on Friday as the Lady
Tigers continue their momentum in BC with a 7 p.m.

Sophomore Jasmine Tate picked up her first career double-double.

tip off.

Lady Tiger Season Leaders
Points/Game

Rebounds/Game

Steals

Lele Hardy

Lele Hardy

Lele Hardy

Sthefany Thomas

Jasmine Tate

Christy Brown

Whitney Hood

April Parker

S.Thomas/K. Wright

17.4

Freshman Lindsey Mason fights for the ball against Charleston Southern.

Swimmers splash Seminoles
Women's squad upsets FSU; men fall despite valiant efforts.
SARAH PORRI
STAFF WRITER

A hard-fought battle ensued this past weekend between the Clemson men's and women's
swimming and diving team and the Florida
State Seminoles. The Clemson women went
back and forth with the Lady Seminoles, sometimes up by 20 points, and other times down by
15 points. After a key win in the 200-yard individual medley by junior Katrina Obas, all the
Lady Tigers had to do was touch the wall first
in the final event, the 400-yard medley relay.
The all-senior relay of Rachel Regone, Summer O'Donnell, Lauren Sindall and Michelle
Parkhurst took off.
"Everyone on the relay, including myself,
felt extremely confident going into the relay,"
said senior co-captain Parkhurst. "We heard
the FSU team doing their chant, and that only
added to our excitement and made us want to
beat them that much more."
The Lady Tigers pulled off an incredible
feat, beating Florida State 151-149 at their
home pool in Tallahassee. This win comes only
one year after the Lady Seminoles beat the
Clemson women by just one point at home last
year. The Lady Tigers now move up to 4-4 for
the season and 2-3 in the ACC. The Clemson
men lost to the Seminoles 186-108, dropping
. their record to 2-6 and 0-4 in the ACC.
"I love when it comes down to the wire and
I am in the position to do something about it,"

said Parkhurst. "When I touched the wall and
heard my teammates cheer, it was an incredible
feeling."
"It was a great opportunity for a solid win
on an away trip," said Head Coach Chris Ip.
"We traveled seven hours down, and the athletes prepared themselves very well to swim fast.
To be able to win on the road against a very
strong ACC team is a very good thing. On the
women's side, our depth really came through,
and I think these women are really starting to
believe that they belong in the upper echelon
of the ACC."
The Lady Tigers came out swinging on the
first event, the 200-yard medley relay. The relay
of Kelli Kyle, Katrina Obas, Maddie Tarantolo
and Regone touched the wall first, more than a
second ahead of the Lady Seminoles.
This got the ball rolling for the Clemson
women, who passed it off to distance senior
Cassy LaRussa. LaRussa appeared to be fading
about halfway through the 1,000-yard freestyle,
but fought back hard in the second half of the
race.
LaRussa and Lady Seminole Holly Mills
sprinted the final 50 yards, but it was LaRussa
coming away with the win for Clemson with a
time of 10:06.55 seconds.
Teammates Sarah Smith and Many Snell
took solid points for the Tigers, placing third
and fourth, respectively. LaRussa would return
a short while later to win her second event of
the day in the 500-yard freestyle, again out-

swimming Florida State's Mills with a final
time of 4:55.65 seconds.
Parkhurst was a perfect four for four on
Saturday, with three individual wins in the 200yard freestyle, 100-yard backstroke, 200-yard
backstroke and a critical win in the 400-yard
freestyle relay. For her performance on Saturday, Parkhurst earned her first ACC Swimmer
of the Week honor this year. She is also the
defending ACC champion in those three individual events.
"I have not been in a meet this exciting
since my sophomore year when we beat USC at
their pool," said Parkhurst. "It was awesome to
see the team come together the way we did; it
was clear everyone put everything they had into
each race. Also, it felt like redemption to beat
them this year after they came into our home
pool and beat us by one point last year."
In the sprint events, seniors Regone and
Sindall teamed up to place first and second in
the 50-yard freestyle, and first and third in the
100-yard freestyle. Regone was a full two seconds ahead of Florida State's Jocelyn Phillips
in the 100-yard freestyle, touching first with a
time of 50.36 seconds. Junior Obas had a solid
meet for the Tigers, placing second in both
breaststroke events and placing first in the 200yard individual medley with a time of 2:05.65
seconds, thereby setting up the Lady Tigers for
the win.
On the men's side, freshman Harry Foster
had a breakout swim against the Seminoles in

the 200-yard butterfly, winning the event with
a time of 1:54.40 seconds. Teammate Joe Knect
would finish third, scoring solid points for the
Tigers. Another freshman, Chris Dart, had a
good showing on Saturday, taking second in
the 100-yard backstroke and winning the 200yard individual medley.
"On the guys side, we are small with a
couple of injuries but we are still doing well,"
said Ip. "Everybody counts and I think that it
will all come together in time with everyone
healthy. They will be strong."
Junior Tom Recko assisted Dart in the
100-yard backstroke, placing third and taking
second in the 200-yard backstroke to Florida
State's Andy Hodgson, who currently has the
top time in the ACC in this event. Seth Broster,
another Tiger freshman, took second in the
100-yard butterfly, out-touching Florida State's
Ed Denton by four one-hundredths of a second
after placing third in the 100-yard freestyle earlier in the meet.
This weekend, the Clemson men's and
women's teams are back at home for their final
home meet of the 2008-09 season as they take
on the North Carolina State Wolfpack.
The meet will begin at noon at McHugh
Natatorium.
It will be broadcasted on ACC Select, and
Clemson will be celebrating Senior Day. "I
think the women's team finally believes that on
any given day, they can go up against anyone in
the ACC and do a good job," said Ip.
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Football recruits
file in for Dabo
The Tigers boast 12 commitments so far.
BRETT MILLS
STAFF WRITER

When Dabo Swinney first accepted the interim head coaching
position, recruiting was probably
the last thing on his mind.
At that moment, all that mattered was the state of the football
team which was 3-3 at the time
and reeling after back-to-back ACC
losses.
The sudden resignation of
Head Coach Tommy Bowden
seemed like a daunting enough task
to turn around, never mind the fact
that his coaching future depended
on the team's performance in their
next six games.
With all of that standing in
front of him, it's no wonder that the
decisions of a bunch of high school
players sat relatively low on his priority list.
However, the moment the interim tag was removed from his title
following the regular season, Swinney and his staff hit the ground
running on recruits, shoring up
commitments, securing official visits and selling the Clemson name to
any prospect willing to listen.
Going into the 2008 season as
a preseason top 10 team and the
overwhelming favorite to win the
ACC, a stellar 2009 recruiting class
seemed like a given with numerous
top prospects already committed,
including top players like defensive
end Malliciah Goodman, running
back Roderick McDowell, offensive
lineman J.K. Jay and safeties Craig
Loston and Devonte Holloman.
Yet as the season unraveled,
so did the class. Both Loston and
Holloman jumped ship soon after
Bowden's resignation, and even firm
commits like Jay and McDowell no
longer seemed certain to stick.
Of the many things required
for recruiting success, few, if any,
matter more than coaching stability, and the uncertainty of Dabo
Swinney's future with Clemson
took its toll with prospects. Even
when he was permanently named
head coach, Swinney had an uphill
battle to climb as rival schools had
almost a year head start on him.
But that did not discourage
Swinney, who is no stranger to
long odds and uphill battles in recruiting having signed high school
ail-Americans like C.J. Spiller and
Jamie Harper from right under the

POLICY from page Cl
if they do not show good sportsmanship, except for registration
where no penalties are administered. There were a few teams that
habitually broke the rules and they
received phone calls saying if they
registered early again they would
not have a team. I think that should
be the penalty the first time a team
registers early. Every captain was at
the meeting when these rules were
explained and all the teams that
registered early knowing broke the
rule. There should be repercussions
for that!
The lack of consequences is also
the reason for the extraordinary
amount of forfeits. The only penalty a team suffers for not showing up
is not going go playoffs, and if they
did not care to come to a game I
doubt they care about playoffs. The
new policy may stop forfeits early in
the season, but most forfeits come

noses of the home state Florida
schools.
In just a matter of weeks, Swinney has reaffirmed the commitments of Goodman, Jay, McDowell, offensive lineman Brandon
Thomas, defensive tackle Tyler
Shatley, linebackers Eric Fields and
Quandon Christian, and Corico
Hawkins.
New recruits have also committed. Defensive end Leon Mackey and defensive back Jonathon
Meeks, both of Hargrave Military
Academy in Virginia, committed
to Swinney and Clemson following their official visits on Dec. 12,
along with wide receiver Bryce McNeal of Minneapolis.
A week later Charlotte native
Spencer Shuey (linebacker) jumped
on board following a stellar official
visit. Shuey, although not as highly
rated as the other three new commits, remains no less important as
his position is one of great need for
the Tigers.
Despite only 12 official commitments, the Tiger's recruiting
class currently ranks at No. 31.
ACC schools Virginia Tech (27),
Maryland (26), Florida State (12),
Miami (10), and North Carolina
(6) rank above than the Tigers.
South Carolina ranks at No. 11.
No school in the top 95 has
fewer commitments than Clemson,
which speaks for the quality of
Sweeney's first class. The addition
of a few more big names could
boost Clemson's rankings in the
next two weeks.
Several of the Tiger's targets
include Tahj Boyd from Hampton,
Va. (quarterback), JerQuari Schofield of South Aiken (offensive line),
and Greenwood High School's Sam
Montgomery (defensive end). Two
Alabama natives are still potential
signees for Clemson, running back
Tim Simon from Cordova and wide
receiver Kendal Kelly from Gadsden.
While the 2009 recruiting
season has certainly not gone as
planned for Clemson coaches and
fans, one cannot deny the stellar
job done by Dabo Swinney and his
staff in securing such a solid class
despite months of turmoil and uncertainty.
Still, two weeks remain before
the official National Signing Day
on Wednesday, Feb. 4, and rest assured those two weeks will be a fun
and wild ride.

after a team is out of contention
and does not care anymore. The intramural office has tried to start a
policy where teams that forfeit will
have to pay fines, but were not allowed to do so. I think the fines are
a great idea and am glad they are
going to try to get them again in
April. Serious consequences will get
the teams' attention.
In sports, you are penalized if
you break the rules. If you commit
a foul, (unless you are Tyler Hansbrough) the referee blows the whistle. He doesn't tell you what you
did is not allowed and go on like
it did not happen. If there are not
consequences for breaking rules,
then you are almost encouraging
people to break them. The new policy is a step in the right direction,
but it needs to reward people who
play by the rules and do things the
right way by punishing those who
do not. That is the best way to encourage sportsmanship.

from page Cl

the Carolina Panthers, Baylor University, Florida State, and most recently,
Alabama. This variety of football teams
share one thing in common: national
top rankings in defense led by one man,
Kevin Steele. It is an understatement
to say Steele is a versed football coach,
as he has served the NFL, ACC, SEC
and the Big 12, and coached in 16 bowl
games.
His recent accomplishments at Alabama are impressive. As assistant head
coach and defensive coordinator for the
profound 2008 season, Steele guided the
Crimson Tide to be ranked third nationally in total defense, and first in the SEC
for rushing and total defense. Prior to
his years at Alabama, Steele posted some
notable stats as FSU executive head and
linebacker coach under Bobby Bowden.

From 2003-2006, Steele steered the
Seminoles to two ACC championships
and three top-25 finishes.
Other than a defensive focus,
Clemson's Kevin Steele excels in more
than one area of the coaching spectrum.
In 2005, Steele was named the nation's
top recruiter by Rivals.com for obtaining the nation's top recruits for Florida
State. Four years later as a Clemson Tiger, it is probable that Steele can land
another outstanding recruiting class.
In response to accepting the
Clemson coaching position, the native from Dillon, S.C., is very happy to
return to familiar ground. "I am very
excited to join Dabo Swinney's staff at
Clemson," said Steele. "It feels great to
return to the state of South Carolina. I
have recruited this state for many years
and feel at home in this area. Clemson
has an outstanding tradition, and I am

excited about the opportunity to work •
for Coach Swinney who is one of the
bright young coaches in the game." Surprisingly enough, Steele and Clemson's
Death Valley already established a solid
bond back in 1995. Privileged to have
Steele as the linebackers coach for their
inaugural season, the Carolina Panthers «
originally played all their home games
in Death Valley.
When Steele's noteworthy experience collides with the passion of our *
Clemson Tigers, the possibilities for the
2009 season are endless. With a record
as versed as Steele's, Coach Swinney has »
made an impeccable decision recruiting
one of the nation's top recruiters. Defense runs through Steele's veins. Our
Tigers will have a lot to digest during the *
training season, as Steele will embark on
guiding another Division I team to top
the nation's defensive polls.

HOOPS from page Cl
break shooting basketball, missing many
uncontested three-pointers and seemingly easy lay-ups.
The game started to look more difficult for the Tigers in the final five minutes of the first half and the first 10 minutes of the second half.
During this stretch, the Tigers played
largely uninspired basketball and went
down by 14 points; team leaders Trevor
Booker and KC Rivers were nowhere to
be found.
But with 10 minutes to play, the
Tigers finally hit their stride; riding the
momentum of two three pointers by
Oglesby and some nice guard play by
Demontez Stitt.
When Stitt intercepted an inbounds
pass down 61-58 and fed it to Trevor
Booker, who drew a foul, the crowd
went absolutely insane. Booker, who had
nine points, hit both of his free throws to
bring the game within one for the Tigers
with three minutes left to play.
But Aminu answered with a huge
dunk that inspired the Demon Deacons,
and they did not look back.
Aminu finished with 12, Johnson
with 19 and star-guard Teague with 24.
Rivers and Oglesby led Clemson with 15
points apiece, with Stitt picking up 13.
Clemson's full-court press defense forced
19 turnovers, but also led to many easy
points inside for Wake's forwards.

Sophomore forward Jerai Grant contests a Jeff Teague shot.

Senior Captain K.C. Rivers stands tall against a Wake Forest opponent. The Tigers were dealt their first loss Saturday.

Way to go, Chief Justice
John G. Roberts.

TimeOut
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Brooks to show "Drowsy Chaperone"
Tony Award-winning Broadway show comically of the '20s.
CORRINA MILLER
STAFF WRITER

"The Drowsy Chaperone" pays homage to the
Jazz Era of American musicals in the 1920s. It is a
grand, over-the-top tale of love in crisis — involving gangsters, show people, millionaires and servants! With a cast full of bright, eager and energetic
characters, it's a whirlwind of excitement.
The play begins in a small, dingy studio apartment. The audience is direcdy addressed by the
resident of the apartment, a character known only
as The Man in the Chair. He reminisces of the
good, old days of glitzy show theatre back in the
'20s and gets caught up in his hyperactive fantasy
life of jazzy musicals and elaborate plots. The Man
puts on a record of a 1928 musical called "The
Drowsy Chaperone" and instandy his dowdy
studio apartment is transformed into a stage set
for a musical. Dancers, actors and stagehands
bring on extravagant, sparkling furniture, painted
fantasy backdrops and dazzling costumes which
transform the Man's place into the fantasy world
in his imagination.
The show-within-a-show, "The Drowsy
Chaperone," centers around Janet Van De Graff,
showgirl heroine and the much-adored star of
"Feldzieg's Follies." She decides to give up the
spodight and the stage to marry wealthy oil tycoon
Robert Martin. Janet's producer, at the Mafias urgings, attempts to sabotage the wedding in order to
keep his pretty cash cow. Hilarity ensues as every
classic cliche is worked into the plot — mistaken
identity, spit-takes, overly dramatic Latinos seducing the bride-to-be, ridiculous French accents
and your inevitable stock characters such as the
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Thursday night was the death
of an era for the CBS show "CSI."
Dr. Gil Grissom (William Peterson)
finally took his leave of the team
he has led for the past nine years
in an emotional double-feature that
the sadistic programmers at CBS
decided to spread out over three
whole weeks.
I think we can all agree (and
by we, I mean myself and fellow
"CSI" fans) that the CBS megahit
will never be the same after this
ninth season, which featured two
hard-hitting departures: the death of
team member Warrick Brown (Gary
Dourdan) and Grissom, the night
shift supervisor. It could be argued,
I suppose, that the show hasn't been
the same since Sara Sidles (Jorja Fox)
departure, but this is just overkill.
To be honest, I have mixed feelings about Grissom leaving. His
replacement, as anticipated, is Dr.
Raymond Langston (Laurence
Fishbourne). I can see their
reasoning; of course
no audience would
be happy about
a beloved major
character leaving,
but Fishbourne is
such a personable
and
all-around
different replacement that we're
too curious not to
watch.
Here's where
my mixed feelings
come in: it was
a smart move. It
is obvious that no
one will be able
to replace Grissom
and the character
he has developed
into over the last nine
years — warm, loving,

eccentric, and subject to fall victim
to strange obsessions (insects, miniatures, etc.). He developed into
one of the deepest, most well-loved
characters on the show, and one can
see how it would be tempting to try
to replace him with someone similar,
even though it is nearly impossible
to successfully introduce the replica
of such a character to an alreadyupset audience.
CBS made the right move; instead
of trying to find another quirky, teddy-bear of a man to replace Grissom,
they picked Agent Morpheus. While
Fishbourne has shown certain versatility in his acting (I personally love
him in "Apocalypse Now" at the age
of 19), the personality that brought
him fame in "The Matrix" trilogy
shines through.
While his sense of color coordination seems to have improved
somewhat since "The Matrix" (in
which my favorite outfit is a pair of
maroon pants, matched with a lime
green tie and a black trench coat) and
its sequel, "The Matrix Reloaded"
(the maroon was switched out for
bright purple pants, a bright purple

unflappable English buder and the absent-minded
dowager. "It is a farcical romp through the madcapped world of musical theatre. It is a valentine
to the extravagant musicals of the 1920s. A fond
reminiscence of a long lost era when prohibition
reigned, liquor flowed like water, showgirls were
the Madonna's of their time, and gangsters were
a dime a dozen," said Paula Jessop of Los Angeles
Entertainment.
It's fluff, but oh what a delightful concoction
of pretty, comical fluff it is! You'll laugh, giggle and
snicker at the antics of the play-within-a-play all
the while supplied with commentary, observations
and anecdotes by The Man in The Chair. There's
plenty of tongue in cheek, "wink wink" jokes and
every inch of it is grandeur and extravagance. "It
can knock your socks off— and it's apt to make
you giggle uncontrollably all the while," said
Elizabeth Maupin of the Orlando Sentinel.
Full of wacky, zany setups and outlandish
subplots, "The Drowsy Chaperone" features songs
by Lisa Lambert and Greg Morrison and a book
by Mr. Martin and Don McKellar. This rewed-up
spoof of a 1920s song-and-dance frolic has won
six Tony Awards, among them Best Actress, Best
Costume Design and Best Original Score as well as
earning seven Drama Desk Awards which include
outstanding musical, costume design, lyrics, book
and set design.
"The Drowsy Chaperone" is a scrumptious
exercise of happy escapism into the candy-coated
world of 1920s song and dance with plenty of
modern witticism and footnotes. It will be performing for one night; Thursday, Jan. 29 at 8 p.m.
at the Brooks Center for the Performing Arts. All
seats are $35.

vest, the same lime green tie, and a
pair of what appeared to be maroon
alligator skin boots), Langston still
insists on wearing a suit to work in
true Morpheus fashion.
Grissom was fun. He did not
always make sense, and could occasionally be annoying, but he was
certainly amusing. While I have not
seen Langston in action yet, I can
tell from the previews that he's going
to play the role as if he were still his
Matrix alter-ego. I'm taking this to
mean that Langston is going to be
"cool," no nonsense and ultimately
boring. He could also develop into
another beloved, although different
character, although his impersonal
attitude may
make such
a development difficult
at best. It's probably going to be
a rocky first season
for Fishbourne, but
if he pulls out that
green tie, I'm forever

SPOILER
ALERT
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Upstate
Calendar
of Events

Starting a Cool-Season
Vegetable Garden. Find out
how to grow cool-season
vegetables and prepare for
the spring. Sponsored by
the South Carolina Botanical
Garden. Nature Learning
Center, 10 a.m. to noon. $15
($12 for members and volunteers).

Mark Rey, Former USDA
Under Secretary of
Agriculture from October
2001 to Jan. 20, 2009, will
be speaking at the Strom
Thurmond Institute in the Self
Auditorium. 10 a.m. to 10:30
a.m. Free.
National Coalition Building
Institute (NCBI) Diversity
Education Workshop. NCBI is
a leadership training organization that works to eliminate
prejudice and discrimination. Sponsored by the Gantt
Intercultural Center. Location
TBA, 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.

Emerald Island Tour:
Informational meeting on an
educational tour of Ireland
during Maymester 2009. Class
of 1941 Studio, Daniel Hall.
6:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. Free.
STAFF WRITER

It seems like the iPhone is on
everyone's wish list (or in their hands
after Christmas), but I have recently jumped the Apple ship in favor
of Research In Motion's (RIM) new
phone, the BlackBerry Bold. The Bold
is a world-phone from AT&T, meaning its four-band radio can be used
anywhere in the world. The phone
has a gorgeous screen with even better
pixel density than the iPhone. What it
lacks in size, it makes up for in clarity. There are no j aggies on letters or
while watching movies on this thing.
I swear, the screen is so nice it's like
having an HDTV in your pocket.
There were some little things that
always bugged me about the iPhone;
the lack of a physical keyboard was
one of them. Towards the end of
my iPhone's life, the keyboard would
actually stop responding for several
seconds while I was typing, turning
a 10-second text message into a twominute struggle to make the phone
type what I wanted. With the Bold,
keyboard issues are non-existent. It
responds quickly and accurately, and
I don't need to fight the iPhone's
crazy correction algorithm to stop
changing shorthand into gibberish.
The Bold also comes with a 3G chip,
meaning a third-generation cellular
radio. This equates to insanely fast
Internet connections when you are
not in Wi-Fi range, and, thankfully, Clemson has great 3G reception.
When I am not in range of the tigernet
wireless network on campus, I am still
downloading extraordinarily fast. The
Bold's Internet speed blows my old
see TECH page D5

Garden Tour Guide Workshop
Series. Learn more about the
Botanical Garden and even
volunteer to be a tour guide.
First of three classes; others are Feb. 3 and Feb. 10.
Hayden Conference Center. 2
p.m. to 4 p.m. Free for current
and potential tour guides.

Class of 1941 Studio for
Student Communication Five
Year Anniversary. A showcase
of previous work and a tour of
the studio. First Floor Daniel
hall. 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
"The Drowsy Chaperone."
A Broadway musical that
addresses the desire to be
entertained. Brooks Center. 8
p.m. to 10 p.m. All seats $35.
Movie: "Fight Club." Hosted
by CLEMSONLiVE. McKissick
Theater. 8 p.m. Free.

Movie: "Ferris Bueller's
Day Off." Hosted by
CLEMSONLiVE. McKissick
Theater. 8 p.m. Free.
Have an event you want to see
featured on the calendar?
E-mail
timeout@thetigernews.com
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1 U.S. Department of
Agriculture
5 In the lead
10 Sharpen by rubbing
14 Christmas song
15 Friend
16 Exotic
17 Belief
18 Mug
19 Jewish scribe
20 Asphalt
22 Closeness
24 Double-reed instrument
26 Official
27 Clock time
30 Tails
32 Breakfast egg
37 Boxer Muhammad
38 Practiced
40 Budge
41 Capital of Oregon
43 Crowd

44
45
46
48
49
52
53
54
56
58
63
67
68
70
71
72
7i
74
75
76

Decider
Grade
Repent
Danish krone (abbr.)
Di's son
Irritation
Ocean
Thai
Food
da Vinci
Cheated
matter
Mother
Lubricate
Wound
Not our
Famous cookies
Wager
Makers of the Prelude
Pull

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
21
23
25
27
28
29
31
33

Part
Carbonated drink
Elk's cousin
"Remember the
Slip away
Shack
Paradise
Bve
Electrical generator
Small bird
Fog
Goofs
What Celestial
Seasonings makes
Right angle to a ships
length
Revolutions per minute
Swelling
Ziti
Killed
Covered with tiles
Stains
Flightless bird

34
35
36
39
42
44
47
50
51
55
57
58
59
60
61
62
64
65
66
69

Nobilitv
Elicit
cotta (clay)
Cut of beef
Make a mistaki
Pier
Famous falls
Aiqaort abbr.
Lovingness
American state
Spread out
Dalai
Eagerness
Leave out
Label
Sign
Cougar
Black
Office furniture
Center
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Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. w)
Be afraid, be very afraid because
relationship issues are looming this week!
Don't bother checking under your bed
or behind the shower curtain, because
these problems will be as obvious, and as
frightening, as the zit on your forehead!

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Attention all Pisces Facebook Addicts:
This week try spending a little more time
interacting with actual human beings
rather than virtually chatting your lives
away! I know it sounds spacey, but you
will thank your lucky stars for this advice.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
Watch out this week my fun-loving Aries...
seems like this semester is going to hit
hard! Although your meaty course load
might seems a bit rare, you are just going
to have to deal with a rough schedule!
So make the best of it, and savor those
weekends!

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

THE TOP
WAYS TO DIE

brevity

BY CAITLIN ROLLER

At 100
Making it a century without succumbing to disease
or other fatal accidents would be quite an accomplishment, to say the least.

Although you are used to all of the
unnecessary attention and typically crave
all eyes on you, try to step back this
week and nudge your shy buddy into the
limelight. Not only will this give your friend
an ego boost, it will give you a chance to
plan next weekend's shocking attentiongrabbing maneuver. Who said it wasn't all
about you.

Cancer (June 22-Juiy 22)
Ah! So we meet again, darting cancer.
The old head versus heart? No, more like
Spill the Beans versus Subway turkey
on wheat! You just can't stop giving into
those tantalizing treats. It's time you put
down that Harcombe blondie and hit up
the salad bar!

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Oh Leo! This is your week to shine! You
will receive many compliments in the
upcoming days, so shine like the sun and
take in those rays of attention because
those days will soon be far and few. Enjoy!

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Sometime this week you will find yourself
doing something you haven't done before.
Whether it be talking to that cute new
lab partner or, heck, your new smokin'
professor, go crazy!

Libra (Sept. 23-oct. 22)
Do not underestimate that foreign TA
of yours this week. I foresee that thick,
Russian accent to be all part of an evil
scheme...Beware!

logical fallacies

political stories
wit

Extreme sports
Base jumping, skydiving, tight rope walking, etc...
all involve a certain amount of risk, and everyone
who participates in them knows in the back of his
or her mind that the attempts may end in death. But
they still have the balls to do them.

fragments ^^

In a blaze of glory
When heroes go down in movies and books, it's
always in a blaze of glory. At least you will be
revered for your bravery.

sentences

investigative journalism

By bear attack
What could sound more badass in an obituary then
dying in a confrontation with a bear or any other
vicious animal for that matter?!

Do you appreciate good writing? Do you like writing stories
your peers care about? Can you identify at least five of the
seven items listed above? Can you be as concise as shampoo
instructions but as meaningful as Shakespeare?
,1,
Then come be a writer for The Tiger.
«u

THE TIGE

To not die
If you can discover the fountain of youth, become
the undead, or cryogenically freeze yourself in
order to ensure your immortality, you have done the
impossible — you've cheated death.

established 1907

E-mail Ashley at editor@thetigernews.com

Disclaimer: Spring Break Miami style
does not always put a spring in your step.
However, it does often lead to a bone
break of some kind.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
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NATIONAL
TEACH-IN
ON GLOBAL WARMING

The National Teach-in on Global
Warming Solutions
Learn how working together can make a big difference.
Feb. 4: "100 Days for the Environment" webcast
viewing and discussion
6:30-8:00 p.m., Tillman Hall auditorium
Feb. 5: Walk-in Conference
Presentations, films, and forums on a variety of
topics related to climate change
9:30 a.m.-6:15 p.m., Hendrix Student Center
(on-site registration at info, desk)
Green Expo (sponsor exhibits)
9 a.m.-5 p.m., Hendrix Student Center

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Do not freak out if someone close to you
begins to look at you weird. Cheer up!
Smother on a little extra deodorant, and
keep on trekkin'. Yes, this is my advice.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

►

No matter how loud you are in the
morning, you cannot piss off your
roommate any more than you already
have. Take this week to rekindle the
dwindling flame, pick up your dirty socks
for once or go crazy and pick up hers.

These events are free and open to the public
For more information, visit www.clemson.edu/nationalteachin

National web site: www.nationalteachin.org
These events are sponsored by Solid Green

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
1

The stars tell me that you will find true
love this week. How that can be possible
seeing that you have bumbled around in
that oversized hoodie all week, ignoring
everything besides Taylor Swift blaring
through your iPod? Well, I don't know....

FOR

A

BETTER

FUTURE
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or think you might be?
Stop by Birthright
for a pregnancy test
that is free, reliable,
confidential,
accurate...
and it only takes
4 minutes.
No appointment
needed.

Chicken and Rice Pot Pie
by Kelly Croughwell
Serves: 2
1
Vi
1
1
1
/2
%
1
1
1

boneless, skinless chicken breast (1/2 lb.), cut into bite-sized pieces
cup Basmati rice
cup frozen mixed vegetables
10% oz. can Cream of Chicken soup
cup grated parmesan cheese
cup diced sweet onion
packet Good Seasons Italian Dressing Mix
sheet frozen Puff Pasty, thawed (from 17.3 oz. box found in freezer section)
egg, lightly beaten with a fork

Combine % cup rice with 11/2 cup water in a microwavable dish. Microwave on 70%
power for 12 minutes.
Pre-heat oven to 375 degrees.
In a saute pan cook chicken with the onion over medium-low heat, about 5 minutes
or until chicken is no longer pink. Mix in vegetables and soup.
In a shallow baking dish, combine chicken mixture with cooked rice, cheese and
dressing mix.

WE CARE .. .WE CAN HELP
Birthright of Clemson
654-3377 or 1 -800-550-4900 (Hotline)
105 Wall St. Suite 4 Clemson

Set puff pastry sheet over filling and press pastry edge all around to adhere to baking
dish. Cut four 1-inch slits in the center of the pastry. Brush top of pastry with beaten
egg (if you do not have a pastry brush, dip a sheet of paper towel in egg and brush
top).
Bake in the pre-heated 375 degree oven for 10 minutes. Turn down temperature to
350 degrees and cook another 20 minutes or until pastry is puffed and golden brown.
Cool for 10 minutes before serving.

(Behind Eckerd & Bank of America)

A
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AT THE
STARLIGHT
STADIUM 14
TONIGHT
Australia
12:55 p.m. | 4:25 p.m. | 7:55 p.m.
Bedtime Stories
1:50 p.m. 14:55 p.m. 17:40 p.m. | 10:15 p.m.
Bride Wars
1:55 p.m. | 5:05 p.m. | 7:45 p.m. | 10:20 p.m.
The Curious Case of Benjamin Button
1:00 p.m. 14:35 p.m. | 8:05 p.m.
Defiance
1:05 p.m. | 4:30 p.m. | 7:30 p.m. | 10:30 p.m.
Gran Torino
1:25 p.m. | 4:05 p.m. 17:05 p.m. | 10:00 p.m.
Hotel for Dogs
1:10p.m. 14:15 p.m. | 7:25 p.m. | 9:45 p.m.
Marley & Me
1:20 p.m. | 4:00 p.m. | 7:00 p.m. | 9:40 p.m.
My Bloody ValcntiiK1:45 p.m. 14:10 p.m. | 7:20 p.m. | 9:55 p.m.
Notorious
1:15 p.m. | 4:45 p.m. 17:50 p.m. | 10:35 p.m.
Paul Blare Mall Cop
1:40 p.m. 14:50 p.m. | 7:35 p.m. | 9:50 p.m.
The Unborn
2:00 p.m. | 5:00 p.m. | 8:00 p.m. | 10:25 p.m.
Valkyrie
1:35 p.m. | 4:20 p.m. | 7:10 p.m. | 10:05 p.m.
Yes Man
1:30 p.m. | 4:40 p.m. | 7:15 p.m. | 10:10 p.m.

A company
is known by
the people
it keeps
A great company isn't in the logo or annual report,
it's in the hallways and offices. Because it's the
people that make it so great. Join GE and get all the
incredible benefits of a global leader, plus something
you won't find anywhere else: a great company that
will keep you in really great company with a career
in engineering, finance, manufacturing, sales and
marketing, human resources, or information
technology.
www.gecareers.com

Like to watch
movies?
Listen to
music?

Come write for
TimeOut!

E-mail us at
Come visit us at the
Clemson Career Fair - Spring 2009
January 28
10 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Littlejohn Coliseum - Clemson University

imagination at work

timeout@thetigernews.com

TIMEOUT
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LIZ
HUNTER

Kate Hudson is on top of Anne
Hathaway. She finally rolls over, off of
her co-star and onto the floor beside
her. Their characters, Liv and Emma,
now lie side by side on their backs,
panting and exhausted, their dresses
ripped halfway off of their bodies,
their hair tangled and messy, their faces
gleaming with the faint impression of
sweat. We look on as they linger in the
fleeting magnetism of release.
The two have been inseparable
for years. They have loved each other
since their grammar school days. They
attended college together, they spent
every vacation together and they eventually moved in together. Their entire
lives, it seems, center around each
other. Their bond is impenetrable. And
yet, even though their movie, "Bride
Wars," is a love story between two
women, it is a story revolving nonetheless around their separate weddings
to two men. More specifically, it is a
movie about two women driven crazy
by their own delusions and compulsions surrounding their ideas of the
perfect wedding, and how these delusions, once put into conflict with each
other by an unfortunate scheduling
mistake, drive them apart as former
BFFs. They are now, as the kids say
these days, frenemies. Cute, bitchy,
passive-aggressive female antics!
So back to our visual. This one
shot of the two women on the ground
together is basically the only shot in
the entire movie worth talking about.
Seriously. It occurs at the climax, ahem,
of the film, on the wedding day of both
women. After months of backstabbing
and sabotage, the final betrayals have
taken place, ruining both weddings.
Hathaway's character, Emma, runs
after Hudson's Liv as she walks down
the aisle, jumps on her back, and takes
her down to the ground for a cat fight
filled with all its stereotypical maneuvers: slapping, pinching, hair yanking,
screaming, the works.
Finally, the two exhaust themselves
with their grappling, and, to a larger
extent, with the months of hatred
consuming their competing wedding
plans. The release has finally taken
place, and, from all indications, it is
the same release as an orgasm. It is shot
the same way - most orgasms in mainstream movies are filmed just a moment
after, almost always with a medium
shot of a woman lying on her back

GREG BLANTON
STAFF WRITER

and a man falling
over from being
on top of her. The
shot typically lingers for
a moment so that, since we
aren't generally allowed access to the
actual moment itself, we are given the
consolation prize of being present for
those immediately following it. And
much the same as we are always eluded
the big moment, so too are these characters eluded their own release in their
own relationships. Instead, that must
be reserved for their barely-present
fiances. You know, the men they are
in love with and with whom they are
preparing to spend their entire lives.
But why? I understand that bestfriendship and romantic love are seen
as separate things entirely (though,
maybe not), but the way this film
presents their story, these women
are far more in love with each other
and themselves than they are with
the inconsequential men who happen
to have the orgasms and diamond
rings they've programmed themselves
to crave.
The film constantly flashes back
to the two women as girls, dancing
together in an attic (seriously, did anybody ever actually hang out in attics?),
one dressed as a bride and the other a
groom. In the initial stages of planning
the weddings before the meltdown, Liv
and Emma include only each other,
laughing even at the mere thought of
involving their grooms-to-be in any
way. The message is this: first, that
these weddings in particular are really
an event to be shared primarily with
each other, and second, to a larger
extent, that the old-fashioned notion
that men not be involved in weddings
is alive and well and perpetuated even
today.
There are a whole host of maddening details to this film that make it at
dmes intolerable; for example, the fact
that Emma is a middle school teacher
and yet somehow affords a glamorous
Manhattan existence with what seems

to be a
steady
stream
of designer
clothes.
Emma is also somehow able to afford
a June wedding at the Plaza. Few halfhearted attempts are made at acknowledging this impossibility with excuses,
which simply exacerbate the frustration surrounding selling girls across
America the lie that living and working in New York City is as easy as it is
enchanting.
By far the most maddening plot
device in this film is the simple refusal
on both women's part to have a joint
wedding. If they are double-booked for
the same place and time, and they have
all of the same friends, and they have
done almost everything else in their
lives together, why not get married
together, too?
The problem with writing anything original about this film is that
there is nothing original about this
film to write about. Read the reviews,
and they're all saying the same thing,
only with different tones of outrage.
I can't help but feel that the film is
sending out a message that is inconsistent with the era from which it
comes. We women have more than
wedding dresses and cake flavors to
think about these days. To think that
a successful, ball-busting lawyer and a
modern-minded middle school teacher
in the year 2009 who both, by the
way, already live with their boyfriends,
would cling to such outdated ideals
simply makes no sense.
But without those ideals, there
would be no plot, and without a plot,
there is no movie. The end. I can't
speak for my entire sex, but I for one
did not grow up with any delusions
that my wedding day will be the most
important day of my life. Nor should
it be.
The film should have listened to
its own subconscious and to the oftenrepeated wisdom telling us all to marry
our best friends.

logged into AIM and browsing the
Internet at the same time. If you went
into the AIM app, as soon as you hit
the home button, you got logged
out. This is not so with the Bold, as
applications are free to do whatever
they want, leaving me logged in and
connected with all my friends all
the time. I'm never not logged into
AIM, Facebook Chat, Google Talk
and Twitter.
I have one or two gripes about
the Bold, however, and they are

minor. The build quality seems like
it could have been a little better, as
the battery cover in the back feels a
little thin and insecure. I have yet
to have problems with it though. It
may just be my love for the iPhone's
all-aluminum enclosure that's clouding my judgment. Aside from that
little complaint, I have been nothing
short of completely happy with my
new phone. It is definitely something
that people should look at if their
contracts are running out soon.

TECH from page Dl
iPhone out of the water.
The interface is really slick and
works extremely well, and the Bold
packs a 650 MHz processor for running applications. I have experienced
no slowdown even while having 10 or
15 applications running at the same
time. That reminds me — one of
the things I hated about the iPhone
was the inability to run apps in the
background, e.g. you couldn't be

Solutions from D2
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'Inkheart" I After a career lull
around the turn
Jan. 23
of the century,
Brendan Fraser has come back to prominence with family-friendly popcorn flicks.
Still gloating from the huge success of
"Journey to the Center of the Earth," the pro
of the PG is coming back with another kidpleasing fantasy, "Inkheart," in which Fraser
stars as a man with the gifts of bringing literary figures to life and sending real people
into fiction. Paul Bettany co-stars.

The "Underworld"
franchise
has
now reached its
third installment.
Typically, franchises deserve being a trilogy (see: "Lord of
the Rings" and "The Matrix"), but this is one
that does not. Vampire movies are tricky;
"Twilight" pulled it off with its Harry Pottereqsue fan base, and "Van Helsing" cashed
in on the hunky shoulders of Hugh Jackman.
With neither of these appeals, "Underworld:
Rise of the Lycans" will likely be lost in the
midst of its award-season competitors.
"Underworld:
Rise of the
Lycans"
Jan. 23

"RocknRolla" I Guy Ritchie gained
Jan. 27 I millions of adoring
fans with his witty
British crime comedies (and can add the
discovery of Jason Statham to his resume).
But after the incomprehensible "Revolver,"
Ritchie quickly lost much of his genius luster. "RocknRolla" serves as his comeback
to form, reminiscent of his early work. With
an A-list cast consisting of Gerard Butler
and Jeremy Piven, this is a DVD every Guy
Ritchie fan should have in his collection.

"Pride and I Despite
mixed
Glory" I critical reception,
Jan. 27 I "Pride and Glory"
was a solid crime
drama featuring Colin Farrell and Edward
Norton. The pair represent the cream of
2008's crop: Farrell picked up the Best Actor
Golden Globe for "In Bruges" while Norton
scored a fat payday for his (lack of) role in
the God-awful "The Incredible Hulk." It is a
solid film with solid acting and a solid cast,
but "Pride and Glory" falls under the seen-itonce-is-enough category.

Back in a few
years
ago
in
2003, Hoobastank
was on top of the
world. "The Reason" went double platinum,
the title track was one of the biggest singles
of the year and a tour with Velvet Revolver
made the rock 'n' roll dream all come
true. And then they disappeared. 'Stank's
2006 release "Every Man for Himself" went
largely unnoticed and struggled to earn
Gold status. Hoobastank is hoping a new
record with stylish syntax can help reverse
the band's dramatic fall from grace.
"For(N)Ever"
Hoobastank
Jan. 27

"Scream" is an
ironic title for
Chris
Cornell.
In the '90s with
legendary hard rock band Soundgarden,
Cornell earned the throne of the King of
Scream. All that's left of that voice now is
a hoarse whisper. Once a dirty, long-haired
head-banger, Cornell now fancies himself
a fashion model and a pop crooner. His
new solo disc features a laundry list of cowriters, a dance-pop sound and glossy production from Timbaland (yes, Timbaland).
Oh, how far the mighty have fallen.

"Scream"

Chris Cornell
Feb. 3
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It s a new year, which of course means new movies. Just like any other year, there's going to
be the good and the bad, so why not let The Tiger sort them out? Without further adieu, here
are the nine most anticipated movies of 2009!

Angels & Demons'
Fanatical Dan Brown fans rejoice: the prequel to the "The Da Vinci Code" is finally coming
to theaters. Tom Hanks returns-as Robert-Lahgdon ready-to fight off more assassins,-uncover
more mysteries and of course run,around with another attractive lady. If you enjoyed the "Da.
Vinci Code," be ready for "Angels & Demons'" May 157

"Crank 2: High Voltage'
Anyone who was a fan of seeing the ballsy driver from the "Transporter" series take on the
fast-paced, unconventional story of "Crank" should be happy to know that a sequel is coming soon. The story of Crank 2: "High Voltage" is very similar that of its predecessor. Jason
Statham once again finds himself on the verge of death. This time, instead of trying to
keep his adrenaline rushing, he has to get shocked by electricity to keep his heart running.
Although the story may not be deep, this movie is certainly going to be fun to watch when it
comes out April 17.

J5R!

Inglourious Basterds'
Question: What's a year without a new Quentin Tarantino movie? A bad year to be alive.
Almost everyone has seen at least one of Tarantino's unique movies. From his storytelling to
his thug/swordswoman/druggie characters, a Tarantino movie is like no other. "Inglourious
Basterds" is expected to live up to that. This movie, however, breaks the mold and takes place
in Germany during World War II. Featuring Brad Pitt, Mike Myers and the Voice of Samuel
L. Jackson, this movie is shaping up to be a good one. Look for it in theaters Aug. 21.

Terminator: Salvation"
Director James Cameron never seems to have a problem taking his time with the next installment of the "Terminator" series. The releases of the first three "Terminator" movies spanned
almost two decades; this chapter also Jook its time before coming around. This chapter should
serve to wrap up the story the first three left open. That, of course, is the actual war between
humans and machines. With Christian Bale playing the main character, John Connor, the
movie does have some "star power" on its side. Be sure to catch this one in theaters May 22.

HAN BOYS

Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen"
Two years later, the sequel to "Transformers" is finally coming out. The first was quite an
accomplishment, as it was nominated for three Oscars and brought in $165 million during its
first week in theaters. If "Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen" is anything like the first, there
should be awesome special effects, cool robot things and of course Megan Fox being really,
really hot. Look for the movie, and Megan Fox, in theaters June 26.

Many people have given up hope on seeing this movie finally hit the box office. It was originally planned to release in 2006; however, it has endured much controversy and change since
the cut meant to hit theaters was finalized in 2006. Such problems included bringing in a new
director almost two years later to shoot new, less offensive scenes and many different release
dates. Anyone who has seen the trailer for this movie ought to hope that this time the release
in February 2009 sticks. It should easily be one of the best comedies of the year.

Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince"

:i

It should go without saying that most everyone is looking forward to the next installment of
the "Harry Potter" series. This year should be no exception, as Harry finds a book marked
with the name "The Half-Blood Prince" and begins uncovering pieces of You-Know-Who s
past. Sadly, this movie covers the sixth out of seven years for Harry, so the fans h;ave
to make sure to take in all the Harry Potter while they still can. Look for it in
theaters July 17.

"Watchmen"
From the skilled director of "300" comes another film that
pushes the limits of modern-day CGI. This film; however,
comes with a bit of resistance from the graphic novel's fan
base. Many claim that the graphic novel is far too indepth and complicated to be neatly summed up in a single movie, even if it is nearly three hours long. Regardless,
Zack Snyder showed considerable directing skill in "300."
If Snyder manages to pull this adaptation off, it should be
something to remember. It'll debut March 6.

i wf

"The Imaginarium of Doctor Parnassus"
This is the last movie Heath Ledger worked on. Although
his untimely passing came before he could film all the
scenes, director Terry Gilliam remained determined to finish the film. Gilliam used several other actors, including
Johnny Depp and Colin Farrell, to finish Ledger's role of
Tony. Fortunately, this unexpected change could still blend
with the movie's fantasy-based theme. Whether or not this
movie is your style, it's the last chance for the Joker's fans
to see Heath Ledger in action. Be ready to fight for a ticket
on June 6.
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Your own fireplace, your own house...

Don't miss out on the
best Clemson has to offer
Designed for independent student living, the individual, fully-detached
homes of Chimney Ridge are set in the wooded surroundings of Clemson's
natural beauty. Affordable craftsman style homes, private landscaped
grounds and sophisticated amenities make for the perfect setting to enjoy
the most college has to offer!

Features include:
• Wide front porch with full-size, outdoor stone
fireplace. Fireplace offers easy on/off gas logs
for ambience & heat without the mess
• 4 Bedrooms, each with private bath and walk-in closet
• Spacious kitchen with large granite island bar
& granite countertops
• Visit us online for more information,
view floorplans or find a roomate; or call
864.654.1673 to speak with a leasing agent.
• 24-Hour monitored security system in each house.
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THE HOMES at

CHIMNEYRIDCE
CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

WWW.CHIMNEYRIDCEofCLEMSON.COM
1200

OLD SHIRLEY ROAD

*

CLEMSON,

SC * 864.654.1673 n 866.650.1673
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Sign a lease with The Reserve at Clemson, Berkeley Place, or
Clemson Place and enter a chance to win a 32" PLASMA TV.
Offer ends Feb. 3rd.

<J$ha
Mark your calendars for the 1st Annual Clemson Signing Day
Celebration presented by The Reserve & Co.
• Food
• T-shirts
• Local Sports Radio Stations

• Coaches
• and sign a lease to WIN SEASON FOOTBALL TICKETS

THE RESERVE AT CLEMSON • BERKELEY PLACE • CLEMSON PLACE

THE RESERVE & CO.
370 COLLEGE AVENUE • CLEMSON, SC 29631 • 864.654.7732
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